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Alfond hoop game washed out

Friday
January 24, 1992
Vol. 109 No. 39

•UMaine administrative news

VP for Research and
Public Service may leave
By Michelle Hike!
Staff Writer

Buckets collect water at Alfond Arena on Thursday night from leaks in
the
roof. The women's basketball game had to be moved to the Pit as a result
of the rain.(Baer photo.)

The University of Maine may lose yet
another top administrator.
Gregory Brown, currently vice-president
for Research and Public Service and interim
vice-president for Academic Affairs,said he is
one of nine semi-finalists for the deanship in
the College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
at the University of Wisconsin in Madison.
Brown said he was nominated for the
position earlier this year. He is not certain who
nominated him,but said he believes it was one
of his former colleagues at the University of
Minnesota.
Brown said he allowed himself to be considered for the Wisconsin position because it
would let him "work more closely with the
faculty"and give him the chance to work with
a student body, university budget and research program "comparable to UMaine's."
"Many people would consider movingfrom
a vice-president to a dean as stepping back,but
I'm looking at the types of satisfactions I
received while working as a dean. Before I
became vice-president of Academic Affairs, I
was the dean of Forest Resources, here.
"Basically. I was looking down the road
10 to 11 years at my career and found more
satisfaction in being a dean," he said.
According to Brown, the University of
Wisconsin is a major land-grant institution
with a student body of 45,000, a research
program of $300 million and a faculty of
25,000.
Brown said he will participate in off-site
interviews for the Wisconsin position "sometime in the next two to three weeks."
Neal First, chair of the Wisconsin search
committee,could not be reached for comment.
Brown also said he was nominated for the

Gregory Brown, vice-president for
Research and Public Service, may be
leaving for a position at the University
of Wisconsin in Madison.
deanship "at another university."
Because this university does not have an
"in the sunshine" policy, Brown declined to
release the school's name,but said the student
population is S,000, and the school has a
research !..:S to of $120 million.
.I. .is also scheduled for
off-site
interviews at
unknown university within
the next two to ee weeks.
Brown sai
xpects to find out if he is
selected
either positions by early to midMarch.'
If he is not selected to either position,
Brown said he would remain as UMaine's
vice-president for Research and Public Service,and would also continue as interim vicepresident of Academic Affairs until UMaine's
new president selects a replacement

•UMaine presidential candidates

Hoops remains a candidate in
UMaine presidential search
By Michelle Hike!
Staff Writer
H. Ray Hoops, vice-chancellor
for Academic Affairs at the University of Mississippi, will remain
a candidate in the University of
Maine presidential search.
According to George W.
Wood, chair of the presidential
search committee, Hoops is a
"strong contender" for UMaine's
presidential position.
"Things haven't changed," he
said.
In a letter sent to The Maine
Campus, Wood indicated the
search committee "discussed the
matter thoroughly with Dr. Hoops
and we explored it from all angles
with people in South Dakota familiar with his time there and the

circumstances of his leaving. There
is nothing in that situation that
reflects poorly on Ray Hoops."
Dennis Cox, professor of music and faculty member of the
search committee, said "we were
satisfied with the conditions of his
(Hoops')short tenure."
Cox said Hoops"emerged from
the off-site interviews, very impressively,and we invited him back
to our campus on those results.
"It takes a very, very special
person to run a public institution—
especially one that is a land grant
institution. We feel that Dr. Hoops
has those talents."
Robert Burns, political science professor and department
chair at South Dakota State University, who was a faculty member there during Hoops' presi-

dency, said he had a "mixed impression of Dr. Hoops."
According to Bums,Hoops arrived at South Dakota with ambitions to establish a great research
institution at South Dakota.
Burns said Hoops continually
"impressed those expectations on
the faculty, but- was not doing
much to acquire the funding that
it would take to achieve this.
"His personality was viewed
by some as abrasive, but he was
seen as a man of vision—he was
very ambitious, but I'm not sure if
he had the resources necessary to
establish all this."
Burns also said some faculty
members became suspicious of
Hoops when there seemed to be"sigSec HOOPS on page 15

H. Ray Hoops, vice-chancellor for Academic Affairs at the University of Mississippi, will continue his bid forthe UMaine presidency.

The Maine Campus, Friday, January 24, 1992

WorldBriefs
•Middle East Peace Talks

• China says it will attend Middle East Peace Talks
• Sen. Boren calls for opening JFK assassination files
• Israelis, Palestinians skirmish on West Bank
•Assassination case

Chinese official announces plans to
Sena
accompany delegation to Peace Talks sh tor says JFK assassination files
ould be opened to the public

1

BEUING(AP)— A top government official
was quoted Wednesday as saying
WASHINGTON (AP) — The chairman of the Senate Intelligen
he will lead a Chinese delegation to the Middle
ce Committee
East peace talks in Moscow,marking
called Tuesday for the release of all classified governme
China's debut at the talks.
nt files relating to the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy.
Israeli radio and Israel's army radio quoted
Vice Foreign Minister Yang Fuchang as
Sen. David Boren, D-Okla., said in a statement that knew
making the announcement while chatting infor
he
of no indications that the
mally with Israeli reporters as he escorted
government was involved in any kind of plot
visiting Foreign Minister David Levy through
in the assassination,"but it is time to find an
the former imperial palace.
appropriate way to clear the air."
Levy arrived early Wednesday to establish diplo
matic relations with China,a longtime
Boren's comments were directed in part at the CIA,whic
champion of the Palestine Liberation Organizati
h his committee oversees,and came
on.
amid renewed discussion of the assassination prompted
China's Foreign Ministry did not make any anno
by the new docudrama movie "JFK."
uncement and had closed for the day
"It is important that the American people, particularly those
by the time reports of Yang's remarks surfaced.
who have been born since the
Israeli radio quoted Yang as saying,"We
assassination of President Kennedy, have confidence
will serve as a positive catalyst for the peace
that their own government,even in its
process."
most recent programs, is operated in accordance with basic Amer
Israeli Foreign Ministry spokesman Barukh
ican values," Boren said.
Binah, who h traveling with Levy, said
The National Archives is in the process of reviewing
Israel has agreed to China's participation.
closed files of the Warren
Commission, which investigated the 1963 assassinat
"Israel accepts participation of any country
ion. Already 98 percent of those files
that has relations with Israel," he said.
have been opened to historians and scholars.
"China is a major power...in this world. In
the changing situation internationally, I don't
There may be other files at the CIA,the FBI or other feder
know what role China's going to assume, but
al agencies which also remain
it's not going to be a meager one."
classified, Boren said, and those should be searc
hed out and declassified as well.

2

•Airplane accident

WorldDigest

Cockpit tapes show no
evidence offoul play
PARIS(AP)— A tape of cockpit conversati
ons
aboard the Airbus A320 whose crash kille
d 87
people provided nothing to warrant groundin
g the
computer-guided planes, the top French aviat
ion official
said Wednesday.
One of two flight recorders aboard the plane
was badly
burned when the jetliner crashed Monday night
, but most of
the data it would have contained can
be retrieved from
separate recorders, said the official, Pierre-Hen
ri Gourgeon.
An analysis of a second flight recorder,
which taped
conversations of the cabin crew, "has not
raised any evidence of incidents aboard the airplane," he
said.
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•Drug raid

Police seize poppy fields
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — Police this week
destroyed about 1,000 acres of illicit poppi
es in one
of the largest raids ever against Colombian
growers
of the plant used to make heroin, officials said.
U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration agent
s accompanied Colombian police in the raid that
began Monday,
Capt.Jose Seguria,an anti-narcotics police spok
esman,said
Wednesday.
He said at least seven people were arres
ted in the
operation.
Police did not give the location of the
fields but a
diplomat who spoke on condition of anon
ymity said they
were in the central province of Tolima.

4

•Space shuttle

Shuttle heads into space
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla,(AP) — Discover
y
blasted off Wednesday on the year's first
space
shuttle mission, carrying seven astronauts
and a
slimy bunch of bugs,eggs and mold into orbit
fbr a week of
gravity-free scrutiny.
The astronauts quickly powered up Spacelab,
a pressurized module in the cargo bay.They floated one
by one through
a long tunnel from the cabin into the laboratory
, and gently
stored the boxes of organisms into incubators
and racks.
Hours later, the crew still was going strong.
Some of the
astronauts were so busy activating the biolo
gical experiments that they worked through lunch and had
to be reminded by ground controllers to take a break.

5
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•Nuclear weapons

Nuclear weapon parts
from US confiscated
BONN,Germany(AP) — German customs
officers have seized a load of American nucle
ar components being shipped to Libya through Germ
any,a
government spokesman said Wednesday.
Dieter Vogel, the spokesman, would not
specify what
was in the shipment other than saying the
components were
"dual use" items for a nuclear program. He
would not say
whether he meant a civilian or military nucle
ar program.
However, the government appeared to act
very quickly
and to consider the shipment very sensitive.
Libya is widely
thought to be trying to develop nuclear weap
ons, although
its government has denied that.
Vogel would not say where the componen
ts came from
in the United States, but he said they woul
d be returned to
the United States. He said intelligence
agencies tipped
customs officers to the shipment.
Vogel would not say when the shipment
was seized.
However, he disclosed it while informing
reporters that the
Cabinet voted Wednesday to approve
a change in export
regulations aimed at Libya.

6

•Civil unrest

Israeli-Palestinian clash
leads to dozens ofarrests
JERUSALEM (AP) — The army arres
ted dozens of Palestinians in the occu
pied West Bank
Wednesday as part of a widening camp
aign to halt
attacks on Jewish settlers.
The raids came a day after the army
said it had increased
troops in the West Bank by 20
percent.
Five Israelis have been killed in
shooting attacks in the
past three months. In response,
settlers have rampaged
through Arab villages, blocked
roads and demanded the
resignation of Defense Minister
Moshe Arens.
In Wednesday's predawn raid,
hundreds of soldiers,secret
service men and police raided home
s in the West Bank towns
of Nablus, Ramaliah and Jenin
, Palestinian reporters said.
Most ofthe detainees are suppo
rters ofthe Popular Frontfor
the Liberation of Palestine, a
Marxist PLO faction opposed to
the Mideast peace talks in
Washington, the reporters said.
Popular Front supporters have
claimed responsibility
for most of the shooting
attacks on Israelis, saying they
hoped the violence would
derail the negotiations. No one
has been charged with any
of the slayings.
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uNtame students organizing local NARAL chapter

By Michelle A. Rediker
Staff Writer

Just in time for the nineteenth anniversary
of the abortion rights case, Roe v. Wade, a
group of University of Maine women have
formed a campus chapter of N.A.R.A.L.,
the
National Abortion Rights Action League.
The first activity the two-week-old group
held was having a booth in the Memorial
Union Wednesday to commemorate the controversial Supreme Court case.
Women at the table said they were surprised by the reaction they received. They
said there was a steady stream of people
stopping by the table, many asking if there
was a petition available to sign.
"We collected tons of names of people
who were interested in the issue. They could
check off whatever they were interested in
doing, including calling (local) legislators to
Washington," said Anne Johnson,one of the
group's organizers.
Johnson said she was surprised by the
people who stopped to express support.
"They were from both ends of the political spectrum. I was expecting one type of
person, but there were all kinds of people;
men and women," she said.
Johnson said visitors took a large amount
of buttons and bumper stickers, as well as
reading material.

Thecampus N.A.R.A.L.group wasformed
by Johnson and Juli Parker as a project for the
Women's Resource Center.
Sharon Barker, the new director of the center,said,"I presented them with a list ofpossibilities and they took the ball and ran with it"
"I think the linkage with community organizations is important," she said.
One of the group's biggest affiliations is
with the National Organization for Women.
"It's about time! I really feel that it's
incredible that we are able to have this group
on campus.!hope that men realize that it's not
just for women. It's a woman's issue, but it's
everyone'sconscience," Keny Campbell said
of the group's arrival on campus.
"It makes me angry and sad that people
think pro-choice means anti-life because there
are people who are pro-choice, but personally,for themselves,wouldn't be able to have an
abortion," she said.
Campbell, one of the group's members,
was among the initial IS people to go to the
first meeting.There were new members at the
second meeting, and members said they expect the group to continue to grow.
The group is currently working on two
more activities. One is attending the National
Organization for Women's demonstration for
Choice in Augusta on Saturday. Jan. 25. The
group is planning a car-pool for this event.
They are also planning to attend the

ARMY AND NAVY SURPLUS SALE
Genuine U.S., European Military and
Antique Overcoats $25-35
•
Wool West German Pants $15-18
4
12
:4t
1
#.
•
U.S., British and German Wool Sweaters $8-15
OAF
•
Mexican Baja Pullovers and Blankets $12-15
Large Assortment of Guatemalan and Mexican Goods
U.S., Dutch, and West German, Heavy Cotton,
6-pocket Field pants $7-16
Genuine Issue Camo, Desert, Tiger,
0/14
1
Urban Black 6-pocket Pants $25
World Flags 3'x5' $10 each, 2 for $18 Over 100 Countr
ies
Down Feather Mummy Sleeping Bags 0-15 $30-545
Full Length Raincoats and Trenchcoats $6-15
100% Cotton 3/4 West German, Dutch, CCP Parkas and
Field Jackets $18-25

North and South Lown Rooms
Jan. 20th-24th, Monday-Friday
Wool Blankets, Gloves, flats, Boots, and Much More
Mastercard, Visa, and American Express Accepted
Presented by the Army Barracks of Martha's Vineyard and Newpor
t, Rhode Island
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The new campus chapter of NARNAL commemorat
es the 19th anniversary of
the Roe vs. Wade decision at the Union Wednesday.
"March for Women's Lives," in Washington. D.C., on Sunday. April 5. The march is
in support of the "Freedom of Choice Act,"
and reproductive rights.
The group has been checking on renting a
bus for the event, and hopes to do some
fundraising to lower the price for students
who wish to attend.

iartRwo,

r

N.A.R.A.L. meetings are held in the Women's Resource Center, 101/Fernald Hall,on the
first and third Tuesdays of the month at 5 p.m.
"The important thing is how interested
people are right now. They're very interested
in calling their legislators. I thought they'd be
reluctant but they were looking for a petition
to sign," Johnson said.
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UNCLE FUNKY
WANTS YOU!
He's paying cash for used
guitars, amps, effects pedals,
songbooks, and other music
related stuff)
.
Consignments are also welcome.
Uncle Funky's Music Shop
2 Mill St. Orono
866-5837
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 12:00 to 5:30
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anco-Amencan women talk about Mar nem:age
lead to arrest of rr
ByAilichelbeA.Rediker
fundamentalists
ILL/

Staff Writer

ALGIERS,Algeria(AP)— The governSix Franco-American women spoke abou
t
ment arrested the leader of Algeria's Isla
appre
ciating and rediscovering their cultural
mic
party Wednesday and banned all gatherin
heritage Tuesday as part of the Women
gs
in the
outside mosques,trying to break the back of ('urriculum Luncheon Program.
the Muslim fundamentalist movement.
Lanette Landry Petrie, Therese Boisv
ert
The moves came 10 days after the mili- Shipps, Rhea Cote Robbins, Kath
leen
tary-backed government canceled Algeria's Philbrick and Kristin Langellier relat
ed their
first free parliamentary elections, which the common experiences of losing touc
h with
fundamentalist Islamic Salvation Front was their culture and their attempts to find it
again.
winning. Troops were sent into the streets
Landry Petrie,a secretary at the Employee
and hundreds of fundamentalists reportedly Assistance Program, talked about life,
her
have been arrested.
work at the university and her full-time com- Six Franco-American women speak on A ConflictofCultures at the Union
Tuesday
The Islamic Front said its acting presi- mitment to her church.
being bilingual when she was young,and how her ism stude
nt, said she is just getting reacdent, Abdelkader Hachani, was arres
"I brought my basic values with me,"
ted
ability tospeak French wasconsidered wonderful quainted
with
her heritage and that the Franwhile riding in a car in the suburb of Bach
Land
ry Petrie said, detailing her Franco valand romantic when she went away to college.
co-American Center has been a big help.
jara, a stronghold of fundamentalist sup- ues."When I was appointed to the Coun
cil on
In getting in touch with her language again,
Philbrick hasfond memories of her grandport. Front officials said three companio
ns Pluralism by the president. I was asked about she said discovering the music of
the Franco father,"He spoke French to me, and I didn'
arrested with Hachani were let go.
being Franco when I was getting in touch with
t
culture was one ofthe most rewarding aspects. understand
. I thought it was neat. Now I want
Hachani was later brought before a civil it again," she said.
Mary Mann,a Graduate Student in Speech to know what
was being said," she said.
court for instigating an army mutiny, Alge
Boisvert Shipps,an Assistant Professor
of Communication,said she is the first generation
Cote Robbins, the editor of Le Farog Forian television reported.
Nursing, said, "It's a journey for me right
in her family to speak English as a firstlanguage. rum,
the Franco Americans Center's publicaIt quoted Defense Minister Khaled Nez- now. I moved back to Maine and disco
vered
"I consider myselflucky because!do know tion, said she
used to be a "Franco runaway,"
zar as saying the army would "apply the law my real name, and who I really am."
a lot about my cultural heritage," she said.
consc
and
iousl
in all its rigor." There were no details on
y married a man who didn't
She
descr
ibed
growing up the daughter of
the
"I didn't realize the differences growing have Fran
a
specific charges Hachani faced.
co last name,but they later discovFrench-Canadians in Lewiston,and was awar
e up because Madawaska is so homogeneous.
ered he had more French in him than she did.
"Algeria is today at a crossroads buffe
that being Franco meant you were supposed
tto Here I was different," Mann said.
She also
She also said when she started working at
ed by many dangers," Nezzar said. The be of a lower class. She said she went
through said she remained silent a lot
to avoid the the center, "I was a Franco for pay.
Islamic Front issued a statement, signed
a
perio
d
of
deny
ing
her heritage,during which unwanted celeb
I began
by
rity because she could speak working at the cente
Hachani,on Tuesday that urged the army
she said,"I was a closet Franco."
r in denial," and that she
to
French or to avoid strange looks.
had to come to terms with her heritage if she
"rid the people"ofauthorities now in powe
She described the phenomenon of peopl
r.
e
Kathleen Philbrick, a broadcast journal- was
going to write for the community.

DUNKIN'
DONUTS
will give a 10% discount to
any University of Maine
student with an I.D. card.
This discount is good
on any item.
This offer is good only at the Old To
wn
Dunkin' Donuts,

iianni s

presents

"Great Moments in Run-On
Sentences."

Yianni's now has 25

COFFEE HOUSE CONCERT
JONATHAN STEVENS
Winter Tour 1992: The Narrow Road to the
Far North
Folk Singer/Song Writer for Flying Fish Rec
ords
brought to you by the UM Student
Environmental Action Coalition
and the Comprehensive Fee
ComMittee in conjunction with the

The Ram's Horn
Friday, January 24
8pm until lam

NORTHERN FOREST LAND
STUDY EDUCATION AND
OUTREACH CONFERENCE
OPEN AND FREE TO THE PUB
LIC OF

beer with ID

ALL AGES

Go Greell\AAth PHI MU

draft night 4pm 'til

close every Thursday wit
h no cover charge and
on Thursdays, Fridays,
Saturdays, and Sundays
it serves $2.80 iced tea
s so drop in anytime
after llam from Monday
through Saturday or
after 12 noon on Sunday
s and introduce
yourself to the new man
agement and go wild.

Sunday, January 26,9 - 11 pm "Super Bow wake-up
breakfast with IKI"
Wednesday, January 29, 7 - 8 pm "Informational Night"
Thursday, January 30, 4 - 6 pm "Rush Function with
1AE"
Meet at IM Room in the basement of Knox
Ho1115 minutes poor to event
For more donation, ail Tiffany at 8278
649, or rim at 866-5463

vry pIN111%.y
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Former Exxon Maine humorist to host UMai
ne Snapshots
By Kristy Marriner
captain claims Staff
discrimination
Writer

PORTLAND,Maine(AP)—Jurors must
decide whether Exxon's ouster of a tanker
engineer who entered an alcohol treatment
program was a safety decision or a political
decision taken because of his participation
in the rehabilitation program.
Theodore Ellenwood contends Exxon
Shipping Co. breached its contract and
caused emotional distress when it said he
could no longer work as chief engineer
aboard tankers because of his participation
in the rehabilitation program.
Thejury was to begin deliberations Thursday.Closing arguments Wednesday followed
an 11-day trial in U.S. District Court.
Ellenwood, 46, of Yarmouth, said he
voluntarily entered the rehabilitation program in 1988 because a company personnel
policy set up four years earlier assured him
that no one who did so would be penalized.
His lawyer, Daniel Bates of Portland, said
Exxon's policy they encouraged Ellenwood to
enter the 28-day rehabilitation program made
good sense for both the company and the
employee. But he said fallout after the 1989
spill in Alaska caused a reversal ofthat policy.
"It was a medical decision," he said,"but
in 1989 it became a political decision, and it
wasn't made by doctors."
Exxon argued that its policy had evolved
over the years in response to society's growing intolerance of drug and alcohol abuse
and that the Exxon Valdez spill in Alaska
increased public awareness of the potential
for disaster.

By day, Peter Gammons is a vice president of Arnica Mutual Insurance Company in
Providence, R.I. But a role he much prefers is
that of"country burnkin" Norbert Twitchell,
a Yankee humorist with a plaid shirt, red
suspenders and a heavy Downeast accent.
Gammons,a member of the University of
Maine class of 1961, is also first vice president of the Alumni Association, and has performed his act at many Alumni banquets.
Now he is bringing his act to "Snapshots," a
television show about UMaine.
The January edition, featuring Tsvitchell,
will air on Saturday. Jan. 26 at 11:30 a.m. It
will also be shown on WCBB,Feb.29 at 8:30
a.m. and on MPBN,Feb. 29 at 6:30 p.m.
All the hosts for "Snapshots" are alumni,
and they volunteer their services as a gift in
kind to the Alumni Association. This is a
generous gift, according to Janice Parks, producer of"Snapshots",as fees for a day of this
kind of work run around $500.
"We wouldn't be able to do the show
without this gift," Parks said."Our budget is
very small."
"Snapshots"triesto bting out theconnection
between UMaine and the community.One segmentofthis month'sshow will cite what l!Maine
is doing to combatcommon diseases in lobsters
that effect Maine's largest fishing industry
—They're helping local pound owners learn
about lobster diseases," Parks said. "There
has even been a special lobster feed developed to avoid diseases."
The UMaine Cooperative Extension will
also do a segment that educates people about

food poisoning.
"One out of every four people will suffer
from food poisoning," she said.
She added many things people commonly
do are unsafe,such as leaving meat out on the
counter to thaw.
Another segment will feature Continuing
Education students"and their commitment to
education."Parks said many ofthese students
have full time jobs and families, yet they are
still dedicated students.
"Their reasons for coming are very different, but they all believe in the value of a
lifelong education," Parks said.
She said she hopes this piece will motivate
people who are thinking of continuing their
educations.
"If people see these folks it may be all the
encouragement they need to come back to
school themselves," she said.
Following the CED students is a short
segment on time management with Dwight
Rideout, dean of Student Services.
"He'll have some small hints that everyone can use to make better use of their time,"
Parks said.
A special segment will be dedicated to
Maine photographer Jack Walas, who died
last year at the age of56.Parks has put together
a photo essay displaying some ofhis best work.
"He captures all the styles and the spirit of
UMaine for 25 years," she said. "There was
tons of research - it's taken days. But I know
he would have liked it."
Other segments will be about the trolley
service that used to be at[Maine,a piece on the
Maine Women's Resource Center,and acornical piece on how to enjoy the Maine winter.
Parks said she has been getting positive
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PeterGammons,a.k.a. NorbertTwitchell,
will be hosting UMaine's Snapshot.
feedback from people who have seen the
show, including some from UMaine departments that want to use segments of the show
to promote their groups.
For example,Cooperative Extension used
a piece on-child care from an earlier issue to
emphasize the importance ofthe issue at town
meetings around the state.
"People are calling in their ideas, but the
one group I am not hearing from is students,"
Parks said.
She encourages students to call in and give
their input about the show and to bring up new
ideas for interesting segments. Especially
needed are the names of interesting students
who might make good profile segments.
Anyone with ideasorfeedback about"Snapshots" can call Janice Parks at 581-3750.

44,611
ELECTIONS
President and Vice-Presidential
Elections for Residents On Campus
will be held February 11, 1992.
Nomination Papers are available at the
Student Government Office,
from January 20 until nominations close
January 27 at 3:30 pm
Any questions concerning the nomination
or election process should be directed to:
Barbara Homer
Residents on Campus
3rd Floor, Memorial Union
581-1760

Saturday,January 25
9pm to lam
Open to all/$3 admission
catered by Res-I:
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Wyoming has first prisoner executed since 1965

• Sheriff kills self after embezzlement investigation begins

•Abortion

•Military raid

70,000 people march to protect Roe v. Wade Paramilitary
By Carolyn Skorneck
group claims
responsibility
for Cuba raid

"There's a change in attitudes, especialSeventeen-year-old Jackie Thomas of
ly the attitudes of young people," said Mary
Southfork, Pa., applauded the president's
Ellen Fattori of Havertown, Pa., an English
words but muttered,"He should be here."
WASHINGTON(AP)— Abortion foes professor
at Villanova University. -They
Wednesday's rally had a partisan ring to
massed 70,000 strong Wednesday on the have
a conscience like they haven't had for
partic
it,
ularly speeches by Rep. Robert
national mall, marking the 19th anniversary
15 years. The apathy has gone away."
Doman,R-Calif., who called Bush the "first
of the Supreme Court's decision legalizing
Michael Quinn,69, of Bay Shore, N.Y.
line of defense" against abortion, and Rep.
abortion with a new optimism that the nilsaid, "People are impressed that we fight
Chris
Smith, R-N.J., who said "In 1992 we
ing's days may be numbered.
and die to preserve freedom all over the
By Mark Dubnoff
have
to
go political."
"I just feel it," said Vi Randall of God- world
,and they realize that they should also
Assoc
iated Press Writer
"With
every
Democ
ratic contender for
frey,Ill., pointing to changes that have swung
preserve the lives of babies right here."
the
presi
dency
vociferously pro-abortion,"
the high court rightward since its landmark
The sense of a turning point was also said
MIAMI(AP)— A Cuban exile paramiliSmith, "1 think it is... morally imperadecision in 1973.
evident among abortion-rights proponents
tary
group claimed responsibility Wednesday
tive
upon
us
that
we work night and day to
A day earlier, the court agreed to review stagin
g counter-demonstrations, including re-ele
month's failed military raid into Cuba
for
last
the
ct
presid
ent and to make gains in
a restrictive Pennsylvania abortion law,and
several hundred who lined a block of Conresult
that
ed in one man's reported execution.
both
the
House
and the Senate."
activists on both sides of the issue have said
stitution Avenue to exchange chants and
The
group
said others were safely infiltrated.
On
Wedne
sday
night, the five major
the justices may well use that case to underfinger-pointing with the marchers.
The
three
men who were arrested for
Democ
ratic
presid
ential
conte
mine the Roe vs. Wade decision.
nders — Bill
Aundrea Cika of Alexandria, Va., 28
smugg
ling
weapo
ns onto the island belonged
Clint
on,
Tom
Harki
n, Bob Kerrey, Paul
Anti-abortion activists also rallied in
years old and eight months pregnant, said it Tsong
to
the
anti-Cas
tro
organization Comandos
as
and
Jerry
Brow
n
— were to attend
dozens ofother cities Wednesday,including
was the first abortion-rights demonstration
a fund-raising event sponsored by the Na- L, group leader Tony Cuesta said.
a crowd of 5,000 in Atlanta who heard
she had ever attended.
He said that while their mission against
tional Abortion Rights Action League.
Roman Catholic Bishop James Lyke de"With the court stacked as it is now,"
the
government of Fidel Castro failed, at
The estimate of 70,000 people who ralclare that America has been "torn asunder
said Ms. Cika,"there's a need for those of
lied and then marched to the Capitol and least two other Comandos L teams of three
over a law...which makes life cheap." Most
us in the middle to come out." She said she
Supreme Court in Washington, was com- to six men successfully landed in Cuba at the
of the marches were accompanied by small- proba
bly would never have an abortion piled
jointly by the U.S. Park Police, the same time.They were hidden by The 19th of
er groups of counter-demonstrators.
"but I don't think I should control other
Capit
ol
Police and the Metropolitan Police April, an underground paramilitary organipresident Bush, addressing the Washpeople's choices."
Department, said Earl Kettleman, chief zation, he said.
ington crowd over 1- idspeakers, got cheers
The anti-abortion demonstrators ap- spoke
Neither the CIA nor any other arm of the
sman for the National Park Service.
when he said: "I want to reaffirm my dediplauded Bush's pledge to federal funding
Despite some bitter head-to-head argu- U.S. government played any role in the
cation and commitment to the simple recogfor abortions" and his statement that the
ments and occasional ear-splitting screams landings, Cuesta said.
nition that all life is a precious gift, that each
number of pregnancies ended by abortion is of
The blind militant was himself wounded
"You advocate murder" no arrests were
human being has intrinsic dignity and worth."
"simply unconscionable."
and captured in a Cuban raid in 1966 and
reported, said Kettleman.
was imprisoned for 12 years.
Associated Press Writer
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Sigma Chi
CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or sophomore with
good grades, apply now for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during
college. And afterwards.

January
21 — Open House
6-8 pm
23 — Informational
7-9 pm
26 — Super Bowl Party

ARMY ROTC

29 — Mixer (Socialize w/Brothers)
7-9 pm

February
Snow Football (w/cocoa) — 2
1-3 pm
Pizza Party/Ski Movies — 5
7-9 pm
NBA Slam Dunk Contest — 8
NBA All-Star Game —9
2:30; GT 3 pm
Semi-Formal Dinner (Catered) — 13

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

Applications available now.
Contact Captain Joe Burns
Room 114 Armory
581-1125.
•••.•

Sigma Chi provides Chemical Free Housi
ng
and requires a 2.5 GPA minimum
for membership
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•Capital punishment

•Suicide

Wyoming executes first Sheriffcommits suicide
pn.soner in 26 years
after investigation begins
By Julia Prodis

Associated Press Writer
RAWLING, Wyo. (AP) — Wyoming
conducted its first execution in 26 years
Wednesday with the lethal injection of a man
who had a couple and their son killed, then
ordered the murder of a witness against him.
Texas also had an execution Wednesday.
Mark Hopkinson went to his death after
the Wyoming Supreme Court,a federaljudge
and the U.S. Supreme Court rejected lastminute appeals.
"You got the wrong man," the 42-yearold Hopkinson declared in a final statement
Vefore his execution at the Wyoming State
Penitentiary.
Hours before his execution,guards asked
Hopkinson if they could get him anything.
"You can get me a blonde and a helicopter,"
he was quoted as saying by Chuck Coon, a
Department of Corrections spokesman.
Before Wednesday, Wyoming's last execution was December 1965.

111.111111,

[be NAACP Legal Defense Fund said
his death marked the first time since the
U.S. Supreme Court allowed resumption
of capital punishment in 1976 that a person
who arranged a murder but wasn't present
at it was executed.
Hopkinson was convicted in 1979 of
ordering the bombing deaths of lawyer Vincent Vehar, his wife and a son, as well as
ordering the slaying of Jeffrey Lynn Green.
Vehar, who represented a sewer board,
had a dispute with Hopkinson over whether
sewer lines would be extended to his trailer
park.
Green, 23, disappeared two days before
he wa`s-to testify against Hopkinson before a
grand jury investigating the Vehar bombing. His body was found with 150 cigarette
burns and a gunshot wound. Green's killer
was never apprehended.
A few hours before Wyoming's execution, Joe Angel Cordova, 39, was executed
by injection in Huntsville, Texas,for killing
a man 10 years ago

By Leslie Lloyd
Associated Press Writer
BRISTOL, Va.(AP)—A sheriff fatally
shot himself Wednesday,a day after a grand
jury began investigating whether he embezzled $370,000 in payments to house out-oftown prisoners in his jail, authorities said.
Sheriff Marshall E. Honaker, 55, shot
himself in the chest with a 12-gauge shotgun,City Manager Paul Spangler said. Honaker, who was found in his office, was
pronounced dead on arrival at Bristol Regional Medical Center in Tennessee.
Honaker took a leave of absence and
resigned as president of the National Sheriffs Association after federal agents raided
his office and home Jan. 10 and seized
evidence for their investigation.
Authorities suspected him ofembezzling
money paid Bristol for keeping prisoners for
the District of Columbia and the federal
government.
Honaker was sheriff in this town on the

Virginia-Tennessee line for 18 years. He
had been president of the sheriffs association since June.
In Roanoke,Assistant U.S. Attorney Julie
Campbell said the grand jury investigation
was put off indefinitely.
"We are distressed to learn of Sheriff
Honaker's death," she said. "Everyone is
upset here."
"It comes as a big shock to everyone,"
said Emma Muller, the city treasurer and
one of the witnesses summoned Tuesday to
the grand jury.
Police ChiefOscar Broome,also a friend
of Honaker,said he didn't expect the investigation to be complete for a couple of days
and declined to comment.
Chief Deputy Charles Arnold, who has
been running the sheriffs department since
Jan. 11, said Honaker's appearance Wednesday in his office was his first since taking leave.
Honaker's attorney, James D. Bowie,
said Tuesday the sheriff was talking with
authorities about a plea bargain.
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friday, January 24, 1-2 pm
Hauck Auditorium
J. Michael Orenduff

Tuesday, January 28, 1 2 pm
Hauck Auditorium
H. Ray Hoops

Student Teachers,
the Time is Now!

HE1.1 1 WAN IT.1)
1. Would you like to work for yourself?
2. Would you like to set your own hours?
3. Arc you self-motivated?
4. Are you a bit of an entrepreneur?
If you answered YES to all of the above, you
are just the person we're looking for! As an
American Passage Campus Representative,
you will be responsible for placing advertising
bulletin boards. You will also have the
Opportunity to work on marketing programs
for such chents as American Express, Ford
and IBM.There are no sales involved. Mani
of our reps stay with us long after graduatR
For more information, call or write us at the
following address:

AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK

1-800-487-2434
215 West Harrison
ScatilcWA 98119-4107
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• Maine legislature may soon face abortion issue
•Owner of Gray restaurant arrested for molesting teen boys

•Abortion

Maine legislature could debate over abortion soon

By Glfirm Adams

However, the ruling is likely to set the any bill placing greate
r restriction on access to and we have to deal with him. So
there's
stage for a major legislative debate during aborti
on than any currently allowed.
always the option of referenda."
next year's session, although neither side
McKeman and his wife, U.S. Rep. OlymKeefer said her group is likely to seek a
AUGUSTA,Maine(AP)—"Pro-choice" knows exactl
y what it will propose until the pia J. Snowe,R-Maine have
,
been appointed citizen-initiated referendum calling for greatand "pro-life"forces are trying to bolster their cowl'
s decision is handed down.
to the National Commission on America er restrictions on abortion. Any
support in the Legislature in advance of next
proposal reFor now, both sides are planning to be- Without Roe,
which will define an agenda to ceiving sufficient popular support would
year's session, when a major battle over abor- come active
face
ly involved in the 1992 legislative protect abortion rights
.
legislative review.
tion rights is expected.
Possible proposals could call for parent's
With the U.S. Supreme Court promising
consent or husband's consent, Keefer said.
to rule on a Pennsylvania law that restricts
In addition to activity in the legislative and
women's access to abortions, the focus is
electoral arenas,the state is also taking action
shifting to the legislative level in Maine and
to preserve access to abortion currently proother states.
tected under Roe vs. Wade.
"Whatever happens is likely to throw the
Attorney General Michael Carpenter said
debate back to the states," said George Hill,
Wednesday Maine will join New York in
executive director of the Family Planning
association of Maine.
filing a brief urging the II.S. Supreme Court
uphold the 1973 landmark abortion ruling.
to
The high court said Tuesday it will rule on
the Pennsylvania abortion law, which had
Four other states have joined Maine in signbeen substantially upheld by a federal appeals races,
ing on to New York's amicus brief, said
with an eye on showing up their support
The governor remains one of the most Carpenter.
court. Advocates on both sides ofthe issue say
in the State House.
formidable foes of the "pro-Life" side, which
the court is likely to permit laws further limMeanwhile, about 40 supporters of the
"Our No. 1 priority is to keep the House concedes
that even after the 1992 elections it Pro Life Education Association
iting access to abortions.
marched outand Senate pro-choice,"said Betsy Mahoney, still
will probably not be able to muster side the federal courthouse
The court's announcement came on the presid
in Portland to
ent of the Maine Choice Coalition and enough
legislative votes to override a veto of mark the anniversary of
eve of the 19th anniversary of the Roe vs. a
Roe vs. Wade.
spokeswoman for the Maine family plan- bills
it supports.
Wade ruling that made abortion legal. But it is ning
"We are here because we see a duty to
group.
Nevertheless, the National Right to Life protect life," said
unclear whether thejustices will use the Pennthe Rev. Dr. Richard H.
In the meantime, her group is trying to commi
ttee's Maine group plans to canvass Petersen of Scarb
sylvania case to reverse the Roe decision.
orough.
keep an open dialogue with incumbents candid
ates in all 186 legislative districts and
Because the court's decision isn't ex- throu
Demonstrators carried signs with antigh such events as its lobbying day at the publish
a list showing where each stands on abortion slogans
pected until this summer, the Legislature State
and graphic photographs of
House on Tuesday.
abortion, said the group's Maine director, atrhed fetuse
now in session is unlikely to deal with
s. The march sparked an angry
Those trying to block assaults on Roe vs. Sandr
a Keefer.
abortion The current session is scheduled to
exchange between demonstrators and a wornWade already have a friend in the Blaine
"We'r
e stuck with a hard core pro-aborend in late March.
and man who confronted several members
House.Gov.John R. McKeman vows to veto tion
governor," said Keefer. "He's still there of the "prolife" group.
Associated Press Writer

For now, both sides are planning to become
actively involved in the 1992 legislative races,
with an eye on showing up their support in
the State House.
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Alpha Phi Loves
Its Special Members!
Amy Bruns • Michelle Gray
Trade Hebert • Lisa Lamer
Sarah Talbot

Summer 1992

Top Ten Reasons to go
to Summer School:
•Lighten your Fall or Spring course load.
•Take classes at night and work during the day.
•Clarify your educational goals.
•Improve your chances for a promotion or a
better job.
•Expand your expertise in a given area.
•Fulfill requirements for graduate study.
•Do an internship or co-op field experience.
•Explore other areas of interest.
•Concentrate on a required or difficult cour
se.
•Meet new people.
For a 1992 Summer Session Catalog
(including May Term)stop by the Summer
Session Office in Chadbourne
Hall, call 581-3142 or mail the coupon below
.
Catalogs available February 26

clip and mail •
University of Maine

MAIL TO: University of Maine Summer
1992

Summer school the way it should be.

Are you styled for success?

Styles for Success is a hairstyling salon
desighed to cater to the University ut
Maine student Having the most reasonable
rates in the area and being within walk
distance to campus makes Styles for Succe
ss the only choice for UMaine student

Styles

for Success
382 College Avenue
Orono •866-7888

E

990 Pizza!

It's so simple! From now until
February 15, buy any
small pizza from the Pizza Ove
n and use this coupon
to get another' for only 99 cent
s!"

122 Chadboume Hall

WARNING: Certain Generars Reports hove
shown that reading this advertisement mai
cause insane waves of hunger

Orono, Maine 04469

NAME

STREET ADDRESS
CITY OR TOWN

154 Park Street, Orono 866-5505
STATE

ZIP

• of equal or lesser value
•• three topping limit; one

coupon per customer per order

.
Gray restaurant ovvner admits to mo,
lesting teen boys

By David Sharp

said Town Manager Paul Byrd,who had to field
calls from reporters and the public Wednesday.
"We're a compassionate, caring comGRAY, Maine (AP)—Local residents
munity and this is going to have predictable
said Wednesday they were shocked to learn
consequences. ... It's depressing," he said.
that a successful restaurant owner admitted
Cole, who was released on $25,000 bail
molesting several boys under age 14.
after surrendering Tuesday, was charged
Warren Cole, owner of the Cole Farms with
four counts of gross sexual misconRestaurant about one mile from the center of duct.
Authorities say he was charged in only
town, has been charged with molesting one one
case because the statute of limitations
boy as the sheriffs department expands its expired
in the other incidents.
investigation.
Butauthorities said Wednesday that more
'The whole town's talking about it," said people were
coming forward with allegaa worker at the gas station in the tightly knit tions
against Cole because of publicity surbedroom community located about 16 miles rounding
the case. Some say Cole enticed
between Portland and Aubum-Lewiston.
them with goodies or alcohol.
Cole,74, told a detective from the Cum"I think that what we know of is the tip of
berland County Sheriffs Department that the iceberg
at this point," said Chief Deputy
he had "multiple sexual episodes with nu- Noel March
ofthe Cumberland County Shermerous males under the age of 14," accord- iffs Department.
"We are hopeful that more
ing to an affidavit.
recent victims, people who have been vicSheriffs investigators searched Cole's
apartment above the restaurant and found
pornographic videotapes, some depicting
children involved in sex acts,authorities said.
"1 believe that it would be described as a
feeling of shock and depression. It's tough,"
Associated Press Writer

timized within the last seven yews, will
come forward and report their experiences."
District Attorney Stephanie Anderson
said a six-year statute of limitations prevents authorities from charging Cole for any
acts of sexual abuse that occurred before
Jan. 21, 1986.
The charges filed against Cole were based
on allegations that he had sex with a boy in 1986
and 1987, when the youth was 13 and 14. Cole
denied those charges in the arrest affidavit.
Thomas Lally, the victim named in the
affidavit,told Detective James Langella that
Cole sexually abused him "hundreds of
times," including performing oral sex on
him, the affidavit said.
Meanwhile, a Portland television station's report that Lally's brother was drunk
when he was struck by a car in front of
Cole's restaurant on Route 100 led authorities to reopen the case.

The 12-year-old boy was drunk, with a
blood-alcohol content of0.20 percent, when he
(tied the night of Aug. 31, 1981, according to a
report by the State Medical Examiner's Office.
March said authorities suspect the boy
may have received the alcohol from Cole
while in his care.
"It's causing us to re-examine that case.
... Now that we know so much more about
the alleged episodes of minors and alcohol
and sex involving Warren Cole at his residence, we're going to look to see if we can
develop a provable link between the victim's blood-alcohol content and the circumstances surrounding his unfortunate accident," March said.
Anderson said her office turned the case
against Cole over to sheriffs department
investigators after Mark and Jeffrey Sanborn of Gray came forward with charges
that Cole sexually abused them in 1972.

FRATERNITY OPEN RUSH
Come meet the brothers at the University of Maine.
All Houses represented.
All undergrads Welcome.
Become a part of Greek life Today.

INFORMATION FOR
FREE STUDENT
S WHO NEED

SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY

Bangor Lounge Memorial Union
Jan. 28th 3-6pm

Results Guaranteed.
1-800-343-5151

Sponsored by IFC

Northern Forest Land Study

We would

like to
congratulate
the new
sisters of
Alpha
Omicron Pi.
Amy Bodwell
Katie Chappell
Kathy Corniuotto
Sabrina Cote
Jen Duncan
Lori Gamblin
Jill Goloboy
Sandi Gray
Heather Heath
Jen Quinn

Education and Outreach Conference
January 24-26,1992
University of Maine, Orono
Friday,January 24

Cake Mow Concert with Jonathan Stevens

Environmental activist lead singer and songwriter recording for Flying Fish
Records Rpm-lam, The Ram's Horn, South Campus. Beer with I.D.

Saturday,january 25

Education and Outreach Conference,The Damn Yankee, Memorial Union

8:30ant Wekome to ("Maine Student Entlmnmentut Action Coalition (SEAC)_ JIM SrI . PIERRE:, Director of the Maine chapter of the Wilderness
Society. Key note speaker: An introduction to the Northern Forest Land Study.
9:30am Session 1: Ecological Background ofthe 76-State Region. MALCOLM HUNTER, Professor of Wildlife Resources, and RONALD DAVIS,
Professor of Botany an Quaternary Studies, of the University of Maine, will speak on Biodiversity, Biogeography, Ecology, and Sustainability of
the NFLS Region.
11:30am Lunch
12pm Session 2: Examples ofSocial and Economic Issues related to Land Ownership and Industry in the NFLS Region. RICHARD SILLIBOY of
the Aroostook Band of Micniac Indians speaking on land use and ownership issues concerning the availability of Brown Ash trees fortNorthern
Maine Native Americans for basket making. STEPHEN PERRY, Representative of The General President for the United Brotherhood of
Carpenters speaking on Paper Industry Safety, Environmental Issues, International Paper's labor disputes and Bowater's layoffs
I -45pm Break
2pm-4pm Session 3r lArnd Use and Management and the heosystern. MITCH LANSKY, author of Beyond the Beauty Strip:. Penetrating the Myths
(if the Industrial Forest speaking on capital depletion and forest management. JEFF ELLIOT, an environmental Biologist and Ecologist speaking
on Ecological Restoration of the NFL Region
4pm-6pm Session 4: Activists, Actions, and Legiskition. ANNE PETERMANN of the Biodiversity Liberation Front/Earth First (BLF/EF) speaking
on Biodiversity in the NFL Region. ORIN LANGELLE of BLF/EF speaking on Activism in the Shawnee National Forest. GERRY DAWSON,
Diplomatic Amhamador for the Abanaki Indian Tnbe speaking on Abanaki Issues Related to the NEB. NATELIE SPRINGUEL of Save America's
Forests speaking on Legislative Action and Campaigns.
(gm: (losing Remunkc
Sunday,January 26

Synthesis

A morning of sharing what we learned, organizing our thoughts, and directing our energies and ideas towards action with the help of Jeff Elliot,
Natelie, and Anne Petermann. 9am-Ipm, The Damn Yankee, Memonal Union.
AU.EVENTS OPEN AND FREE TO THE PUBLIC
Presented UMSEAC with the help of the Comprehensive Fee Committee
and their grant in support of this Conference.

IIMSEAC
Stdnt Activities Office
Memorial Union

The Maine Campus, Friday, January 24, 1992

EditorialPage
•Presidential search

Searchingfor what?

.1

Today,the third candidate for the presidency ofthe University of Maine will meet with students in another open forum.
J. Michael Orenduff,current president of the University of
Maine at Farmington, will answer students' questions at 1 p.m.
in the North Bangor Lounge of the Memorial Union.
Orenduff has been leading the Farmington campus for the
last four years. During that time he has drawn heavy criticism
from students and faculty. Nonetheless, he remains popular
with Chancellor Woodbury.
The search committee has the responsibility of interviewing prospective candidates and narrowing the field down.They
will then submit an unranked list of the three top candidates to
the Chancellor.
The Chancellor will select the new president and pass the
name to the Board ofTrusteesfor final approval. Rarely,ifever,
does the BOT contradict the decisions of the Chancellor.
It has been suggested that Orenduff will be loyal and faithful
to Chancellor Woodbury,which will make him a very attractive
prospect. Wait,let's see. He'll be loyal and faithful and do what
he is asked. Is there some correlation here?
Do we want a lapdog, or a president?(CJC)

•UMaine swimming

Find other solutions

Dysfunctional education

Slogging through weighty textusually a non-traditional student
books is the grunt work of stubecause they are the ones actually
dents, but thanks to such great
psyched about going to class.
The University of Maine Athletic Department is facing works,
new and old are read and
As a rule, though,class particidire budget cuts.
cherished.
pation consists of showing up and
New Athletic Director Michael Ploszek knows it. The
If anyone can remember what needed for class are rarely used.
laughing at the teacher's jokes.
they
read.
Black Bear swim team knows it. The question is, what can
Two or three are usually used for
After students absorb the spoutThe biggest myth of higher ed- class, but not the whole, bankbe done to avoid such drastic cuts without cutting a whole
ed wisdom of the learned ones,
ucation is that students read im- busting batch.
they are expected to demonstrate
program from the UMaine athletic "family"?
portant books, studies and reports,
College is knowledge in brief, original, well-r
esearched ideas in
The athletic budget currently stands at $4.8 million per learn the main points and carry not knowle
dge in depth because their papers and tests.
year. The swim team's budget is a mere three percent of this them for the rest of their lives, there is never enough time.
Any original thought or argu(approximately $152,722). This represents the lowest per- enriched forever.
Not having enough time, ment, though
, bears the risk of
No one has time to lesisurely though, is a constant complaint of
centage of any varsity sport at UMaine.
being deemed "wrong" by the allread Hemingway or Cleft Palate teachers at all levels. In high school
, powerful prof. Those students who
Further, considering the six area state universities Journa
l because they have too classes that met five days a week
spent the extra time thinking deep
(UConn, UMass, UNH, UMaine, URI and Vermont), the much to do. There are usually
four still never finished everything. though
ts often get penalized for
Black Bears are fourth in total budget, yet last in number of other classes to be dealt with,even That's why only half of the
text- "incorrect" ideas, so the great mavarsity teams. Vermont in turn places sixth in budget and has longer books to skim over, as well books were written in. History nev- jority
ofstudents use the old standa papers and reports.
er seemed to go beyond the early by:
the highest number of varsity teams.
regurgitate everything the
Students' eyes may touch most 20th century and a few books
were teacher has said.
Some suggestions that may help alleviate the problem of
the pages of an assigned read- never finished in English.
It's amusing how university
include cutting the football team's roster(currently at 94)to ing, but they certainly don't
reWorkbooks in grade school nev- propag
anda goes on and on about
a more reasonable 70-80 members. This would free up member much.
er had all their pages torn out.
universities being a haven for all
Most students who "read" ac- There is just not enough time.
between $176,788 and $303,048($12,627 spent per member
dangerous and revolutionary ideas.
tually
skim or read select portions
That's why most professors But
multiplied by 14-to-24 members) per annum.
not for the students. They just
of a book because of time con- frown upon students who
are late repeat what they hear in class.
Even if the number was reduced by just eight to 10 this straint
s, like TV, Nintendo and for class. Not only do they miss
Obviously introductory level
would still prove enough savings to keep the swim team rented movies.
part of a gripping lecture, they disclasses and large upper-level classabove water.
Students are usually not penal- turb everyone else.
es cannot have a lot ofclass discusNinety-two percent of Black Bear swimmers and divers ized for scant knowledge of a subBut when it's time for class to
sion
and objective tests are often
are paying their own way through college. There are be- ject because a number of other end,suddenly a lot oflearned profs the only way to test student
s. Too
people in the class have not done forget the dreaded
constraints of many classes, though
tween six and nine football team members who have finished
,
fall
into
the
the reading at all. Class discus- the clock. Classes go over
the al- dysfunctional education
their playing careers, either through injury or other causes, sion over a reading or book
catego
ry.
cen- lotted time period by five, ten, fifStuden
ts
scribbl
e
down
lessons
and
yet still receive their full scholarship monies.
ters or the main points or center of teen minutes.
puke them back. They don't even
Shouldn't scholarship money go to athletes still partic- the plot.
The demands of other classes
get
good refunds on the books they
The small stuff, like the names are forgotten as the profs
ipating in their respective sports?
prattle on never use.
of all of the Capulets and Mon- and on, oblivious to
the other deIt just seems that the athletic department could come up tagues,don't
Unfortunately students annoyed
matter when discuss- mands placed upon their student
s. by bad teachers fall victim to
with more than enough cuts across the board to not necessi- ing Romeo and Juliet; it's the plot
the
For some reason it is also ex"I'm outta here" mentality and are
tate the total elimination of UMaine swimming.
and the conflicts involved which pected of students to
speak up and too interested in
leaving than
The majority of the blame, right or wrong, is being matter. So that's why "Cliff's participate in the class as professor
changing anything.
Notes" are so popular;they tell the is in the middle of
a fifty-minute
thrown upon the shoulders ofPloszek,who is most likelyjust
That's what a lot of people at
bare bones of a story.
monologue. This is called "class
following orders from a higher source. Welcome to UMaine
UMain
e depend on.
For those a bit shrewder, plot participation." But very few
peoathletics, Mr. Ploszek. Hope your stay is a nice one.(TWH) summaries can be found easily in ple actuall
y speak up and ask quesMichael Reagan is from Portthe library. The expensive books tions in class. If there
are, it is land, Maine.

Michael
Reagan
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•Presidential Search

Hoops outstanding cand
i
To the editor:

The Jan. 22 issue of The Mai
ne
Campus featured an article
about
H. Ray Hoops, one of four fina
lists for the UM presidency selected by our presidential search committee. In the mid-1980s, your reporter
has discovered, Dr. Hoops,
by
mutual agreement with the Boa
rd
of Regents of South Dakota Stat
e
University, resigned as Pres
ident
of that institution after less than
a
year on the job. Although any
one

looking at the man's res
ume could
see that Dr. Hoops' tenure
at South
Dakota State was unusuall
y brief,
The Maine Campus makes
the article seem like sensational
news.
The search committee disc
ussed
the matter thoroughly
with Dr.
Hoops and we explored it
from all
angles with people in Sout
h Dakota familiar with his time
there and
the circumstances of his
leaving.
There is nothing in that
situation
that reflects poorly in Ray
Hoops.
To the contrary: as The Cam
pus
indicates,Dr. Hoops was very
high-

•Maya Angelou

date

ly regarded on the South Dak
ota
campus.
Ray Hoops is an outstanding
candidate for the presidency
of
the University of Maine. We look
forward to his visit to Orono
and
hope that all concerned with
the
choice of a new President
will
meet and talk with Dr. Hoops
and
reach their own conclusions abou
t
his qualifications.
George W. Wood III, M.D.
Chair, University of Maine
Presidential Search Committee

•UMaine Sports

Performance was Swimming needs supp
o
r
t
not ethnocentric
To the editor:

To the editor:

author refers to "an Ancient Roman playwright." The quote
in
In reference to the reportofMaya
itself is apt, but she neglects
to
A ngelou's performance reported in
mention that this playwright had
the Jan. 20, 1992 Maine Campus:
been born a Black slave. The
It struck us as inappropriate omis
sion is disturbing enough,
for your staff writer to refer to the
but is compounded by the fact
folk songs sung by Maya Angethat Maya Angelou's perforlou as coming from "various ethmance and open reception intronocentric backgrounds."Perhap
s duced the University of Maine'
s
she meant"ethnic backgrounds,"
celebration of Civil Right's
and if this was the case, we find it
Awareness Month.
very odd that the editorial staff
This time is dedicated to rectidid not correct this error before
fying previous omissions of the
the article was printed.
valuable contributions made by
To be ethnocentric implies a Blac
ks in this country, the world
favoring of one's heritage at the and
throughout history.
expense of others', and subordiWe suggest that your reportnating those other heritages in ers
and your editorial staff make
the process. Maya Angelou was a grea
ter attempt at understandnot advocating the subordination ing
and incorporating the issues
of any ethnicity to another.
which The Maine Campus seeks
We don't know if the author to addr
ess.
understood the meaning of"ethnocentric"; however, her subjuLeila Bowen
gation of ethnicity appears later
Orono
in the article. An example of ethPaul Pickering
nocentrism is evident when the
Old Town

•MPAC

On January 27, 1992 University of Maine Board of Trustees and
Chancellor Woodbury will dete
rmine the future of competitive
swimming in the state of Maine.
Their decision will have a greater
impact in terms of personal losses
felt by UMaine swimmers than in
budget savings.
Only at the University of Maine
can a resident of Maine find competitive Division 1 swimming and

To the editor:

very rough times during both
games. You helped to make
us
I wanted to take this opportunicompetitive and made both gam
es
ty to thank you for your overwhelmvery exciting.
ing support of our basketball team
We have not changed our goal
this past weekend.
of winning the N.A.C. ChampionThe enthusiasm and support
ship, but to do that we cannot afyou showed helped us over some
ford to slip many more times.

Maine Campus administration

Once again, we are asking
for your support. Come out and
help us to win the Championship. Re-establish that this tea
m
is your team.
Coach Rudy Keeling
and staff

trading card number three.

This week—UMaine President
ial Candidates. Find out who the
men are who may
lead UMaine through the nineti
es. Collect them all and trade wit
h your friends,
here and in other fine institutes
of higher learning across the
nation.

J. Michael Orenduff
. 4psimartsomorib.
t Maine Presideliiii Candidat. e

Maine Campus

003 Gamin's:rotor trading card
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Prpsidviii - UMaine Farmington

,

Education
Ph U, Tulane University, MA,Limy

New Mexico
B A , Philosophy, University ol Texas

I.
..

Career Highlights

... ..--

--er

-4...
44it
'
Nip

-

..e
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•

•
•

UMaine Farmington
-

r

1977- 81: Chair, Philosophy, SW
Texas State
1981 -82.E.Liberal Art, SW Texas
State U
1982 - 85: Dean, Social Sciences,
Weber State
1985 -88- VP Academic Afhars,
West Texas
Slate University
1988 - present' President, UMai Farmi
ne
ngton

Notes from Farmington:
Orenduff is trying to bon oil smoking
at
Farmington because, "It's bad for
you'
Orenduff hod gay/lesbian group flyers taken
down to avoid offending campus visito
rs
Orenduff has dog-sat for Chancellor
Woodbury

nine Campus

Justin K. Vreeland

Scott Badger
Clem Whaling
UMaine Men's and Women's
Swim Team Captains

Basketball coach thanks fans

ip, fold and paste

I, too, was offended by the "anniversary" banner displayed outside the Memorial Union last week.
Mr. D. Deakin in his letter to the
editor of the Jan. 22 1992 issue of
The Maine Campus contends that
had the Gulf War not been fought,
our present situation might not be
as cheerless. Consider that Iraq
purportedly possessed the technology necessary to construct a
nuclear bomb.tinder the guidance
of an individual of questionable
mental balance.Iraq's military may
very well have marched around

the Middle East acquiring countries as wasdeemed profitable. Had
the allied effort not been waged to
prevent the spread of Hussein-ism,
this man may have had the notion
to start a large-scale war, one involving the use of his nuclear weap
onry.
Regardless of how small, °tic
nuclear bomb can cause enough
damage to disrupt a considerable
portion of any region's ecology
Perhaps we might have been
worse off had that happened than
we are now.

motivated, self confident, and
goal-oriented.
Immediate savings realized
from the proposed elimination
of
the swim program is approximately $35,000. Unfortunately, the
losses experienced by each swimmer cannot be measured in dollars and cents.

•UMaine Sports

Banners were offensive
To the editor:

a top facility both at an affordab
le
cost. Membership provides acce
ss
to an environment which is conducive to personal growth. As a resu
lt
of the intense training, mental and
physical discipline, and achievement of goals through persever
ance and dedication,each member
becomes a valuable contribution
to
the team, university and community as well.
The positive swimming experience creates and promotes
individuals who are enthusiastic
,

Maine Campus Trading Card
by Shawn Anderson.
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

GO AHEAD DOWN VOU'LL
MISS All 11-10%. 112E1.5

IOU WON'T GO INTO 'Dig POND
BESIDES ,'NE ICI IS VQZBABl‘t
REM. NICK POW GO
AlrtAD DOWN

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: An
avid traveller, you're always willing to take
off on a moment's notice. You love to become seeped in exotic cultures when you
travel, and choose locales that are totally
unlike your usual surroundings. With your
love of antiquity and passion for detail,
you're a natural archaeologist or historian!
ARIES(March 20—April 19): A tendency
to push yourself beyond reasonable limits
must be contained. Someone else's volatile
moods could spoil an otherwise pleasant day.
TAURUS(April 20— May 20): Focusing
exclusively on your own goals blinds you to
the needs ofthose closest to you.Spend time
with loved ones.
GEMINI(May 21 —June 20): Be sure to
get all the facts before choosing sides in a
dispute.Though a convincing argument may
be posed by one party, remember that there
are two sides to every disagreement.

44
42,
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For Friday January 24
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Doonesbury
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

CANCER (June 21 — July 22): Anger
begets more anger if allowed to go unchecked.Sudden outbursts only make a delicate situation worse, so let cooler heads
prevail and discuss differences later,
LEO(July 23— Aug.22):Fear ofrejection
affects everyone occasionally, but don't
let
it interfere with your desire for intimacy.
A
current relationship has potential if you
explore the possibilities.
VIRGO(Aug.23 —Sept.22): A relatives'
angry outburst is actually a refle
ction of

their own pain directed toward you. Defl
ect
the criticism with understanding and
a willingness to help.

Mother Goose & Grimm

by Mike Peters

LIBRA (Sept. 23 — Oct. 23): Creat
ivity
craves an outlet as your artistic nature
bubbles
to the surface. Self expression eases the
pressure caused by demands at horn.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 — Nov. 21):
It seems
you share many interests with
an intriguing
individual. Could this lead to deep
er feelings? Venture forth boldly and
find out!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 —
Dec. 21):
Individuality and creativity see
m to get
squashed at every turn this afte
rnoon! Practical matters take precedence.

Shoe

by Jeff MacNelly

WATCN OUT Fog.
11,IE WORD'FAMOU5

PEOPLE BILLED
A5 - FAMOUS

4),

04
v

ARE. 1141JA1.2(
1 PEOPLE
YOU NEVER NEARS
,
OF.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 — Jan.
19): A
friend's single-minded pursuit
of his goals
is not intended as a personal
slight. Be
tolerant of his disregard for your
feelings,
he'll come around soon.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 — Feb.
18): An
older relative responds like
a cornered animal when their version of
events is challenged. Presenting the facts
only exacerbates the situation, so leav
e it alone.
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March
19): Just because someone is curious
about your personal life does not give them
the right to the
intimate details. If you 'wis
h to keep some
things to yourself, then let
it be known it's
none of their business
.

1kJ LILL 1.5,11Jiy

Horoscope
By Carl Paul
*

EntertainmentPages

* *

For Saturday January 25

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: You
have the ability to look deep within yourself
and others and recognize true potential.This
ability enables you to see situations more
clearly and to make the appropriate deci
sions. This trait will enable you to pursue a
career in psychology or journalism.

Gklos
CilDsg
GAL0SVI

ARIES(March 20 — Apri119): Accepting
a calculated risk is necessary to achieve a
goal today. New ideas provoke changes in
your personal life. Travel is likely on Sun
day, so plan ahead.
TAURUS (April 20 — May 20): A co
worker may seek to hurt your self esteem ot
restrict your productivity just to ease their
own feelings. Don't let the rivalry stray int()
personal areas.
GEMINI(May 21 — June 20): Precon
ceived notions have a way of distorting
,
d
information, making all major decisions and
expenditures suspect. Your stars show the
value of long term goals.

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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CANCER (June 21 — July 22): Today
will demonstrate the value of maintaining
constant pressure on a tough problem. Look
for past efforts to finally yield monetary and
emotional results.
LEO(July 23— Aug.22):In their slow and
painstaking manner, someone you love is
attempting to communicate the seriousness
of their concerns to you. Sensitivity to family is crucial. I
VIRGO(Aug.23— Sept. 22): An associate's attempt to pass the buck and shift their
responsibilities and mistakes onto your
shoulders must be countered with direct
action. Be tough!
LIBRA (Sept. 23 — Oct.23): Observe the
way a new acquaintance relates with others,
and then compare that to the way he or she
interacts with you. Keep your eye out for
discrepancies.
SCORPIO(Oct.23 — Nov.21): Postpone
buying decisions until later, when the financially shaky influence of Saturn gives way
to the profitable New Moon in Sagittarius
It's worth the wait!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21):
Facing up to the stubborn objections of a
family member will temper your enthusiasm with a more practical outlook.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22 —Jan.19): Tinkering with mechanical devicescauses more damage than it cures today. Leave repair jobs for
the experts, or for yourself, sometime later.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 — Feb.18):The influenc,e offamily and friends impacts your plans
today, like it or not. Sortie sacnfices must be
made for the greater good of your social life.
PISCES(Feb.19— March 19): While thc
source of an original idea may be suspect
don't let it keep you from putting the idea to
good use! You display unusual passion for
detail now.
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New York Times Daily Crossword

Crossword
ACROSS
Phoenician god
S Elmer and
Elsie s baby
e0r,kslikea
kilter
is Porter on a
knight 5 shield
141 la golf
_iniinament
s Affirm
Loesser s
transportation
in 1948'
it Cockpit
occupants
20 Lewis E Laces
was one
24 Ditto
72 Play the lottery
23 With in Bonn
29 With 'Little
Prince's
transportation
in 1983'

Edited by Eugene T. Maleska

32 Doted on

411 Actress Vivian
from Newark

34 Poem for
singing

13 Clarinetist Pete

35 Loose. crumbly
earth

Si Beatles
transportation
in 1966'

X Do an
upholsterer s
lob anew

se Lacquered

37

SO Befuddled

metalware

-relief

3a Like measles.
mumps,etc

4111 Annoys
42 Wife of Geraint

39 Norman city

11111114
SION Ell" II
IIuuu Id
iuuu
il
II
111
IIuuiuuuu MI
ill
il
1111111 II
NUN
27

aitl Kind of Moss

41 Harangue

DOWN

42 With The. Gus
Bailey's
transportation
in 19171

1

4.9 Cambodian
coin
44 Terminus
47 Comic Garvey

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

DOOM NO000 MONO
0000 00000 0000
DOOM 00000 0000
000000 MODOOMOO
0000 0000
00200000 M00000
OM000 00030 MO
0000 B0000
M
00
000 moan 00300
000000 00000000
0000 0000
00000000 008000
M000 00000 0000
0000 M0000 0000
0000 00000 MOO

Winter pear
2 A Guthrte
3 Drooping
•Alice s creator
S Covered with
dust
•Crafts partner
7 Opposite of
long
•Bombastic
s He played the
Cowardly Lion
ic Craving eagerly
if Corn bread
12 Tcharkovsky s
"
Lake"
Is Star crossed
Ii Sounded Irks a
boom box
is Means of home
entertainment
Abbr
22 Constricting
Scarves,
23 O'Neill s
Millsons
24 Perfect

3S

BIIU
36
3s
42

31

24

37

113 Wine sediment

40 LOUIS XIV. for
one

No 1127

I11

lUll Ill
lB II
m

•4

NUll

44

43Ill

4S

41Il
44

II

47au
411

ID

Si

Sl

Sa

01

St•
SI
s•

so

11111111
at

dilUalll
29 Hit the bottle
27 Forty niner s
Property
20 Aga s associate
21 Gogol s'Bulba
30 Wall Street
transaction
31 Burstyn or
Glasgow
33 Called by
phone
37 Cassidy
portrayer

3411 s Wien to
Auslnans
al Publisher s
notice
41 Shock
43 Gambling
rtstkell
44 Unburnt bricks
45 Anchor position
MI Computer unit

Ull

'

SO Novelist Uns
SI There Sp
st
Three
Lives"
13 Melt together
44 Yorkshire river
55 Durante s
'
Dinka Doo'
%Snuggery
sai Sault
Marie

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656(75c each minute).

Corrections
This week's Campus Crier incorrectly
reported that the Hungaria Philharmonia
will be performing this Friday night.
The correct date is Saturday,
January 26 at 8 p.m.

An article in Wednesday's Maine Campus
incorrectly attributed an article
to a reporter; it should have read,
"According to Miron, a 1986 Brookings
Registry article..."
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•Aid

Bush pledges $645M to former USSR
By Barry Schweid

AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)— President Bush
pledged $645 million in new U.S. aid
Wednesday to the beleaguered people of the
former Soviet Union as they struggle to
."make the leap" from communism to democracy and free market economies.
Busfi's unexpected gesture at a 47-nation conference on emergency relief to the
Soviet people could inspire others to hike
their own contributions even though Secretary of State James A. Baker III had said
there would not be a bidding contest.
The United States "cannot and will not
falter at the moment that these new states are
struggling to embrace the very ideals that
America was founded to foster and preserve," Bush said in opening the conference.
His aid proposal, which must be approved
by Congress, marked a shift in emphasis
since the new aid would not have to be repaid.
Bush told the gathering that the United States
has pledged more than $5 billion in agricultural credits that will benefit U.S. farmers.
"Let usjoin together to give these people
a reason to hope," Bush said at the ceremonial opening of the two-day summit."Let us
commit ourselves this morning to work in
full partnership as we proceed."
The bulk of the new aid would be used to

•Georgian politics

Gamsakhurdia
supporters being
closed in on

set up a $500 million account for humanitar- the ultima
te responsibility for their success
ian assistance. Another $25 million would lies in their
own hands," Baker said.
purchase badly needed pharmaceuticals,and
British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd
$20 million will help farmers become private agreed
at a news conference :"We're not in
entrepreneurs after more than a half-century the busine
ss of creating a dependence cul- By Sergei Shargorodsky
of communism. Money will also go to tech- ture...
we've got to encourage the economic Associated Press Writer
nical assistance and development projects.
reforms that are underway."
Russian President Boris N. Yeltsin saKUTAISI,Georgia(AP)— Forces loyal
Hurd said the next goal must be getting
luted the participants in a message declaring Russia
, Ukraine and the other republics into to the ruling Military Council were closing
"humanitarian and other forms ofassistance
the International Monetary Fund "and get- in Wednesday on supporters of ousted Presby the international community will no doubt
ting down to working out with them the ident Zviad Gamsakhurdia in western Georhelp alleviate the difficulties our population
bigger questions of their economic reforms gia, officials said.
is facing as we move to a market economy."
The Russian TV news program "Vesti"
and whether we can help make sure that they
Yeltsin offered assurances that Russians are
said Military Council loyalists were prepara success."
have made an irrevocable decision to create
"If this were a war we would call this ing to storm the Black Sea Port of Poti,
a civilized,democratic state."However," he Operat
ion Provide Hope," Baker said."Yet where Garnsakhurdia supporters have mined
said,"one has to pay dearly for past mistakes this
is not a war to defeat aggression, but a a bridge, the harbor and a bakery.
and delusions."
Talks on ending the conflict have failed
peacetime battle to support democracy and
Deputy Prime Minister Yegar Gaidar, freedom."
so far. Clashes between Gamsakhurdia loyRussia's top economic official, said help was
Norway's foreign minister, Thornvald alists and governing Military Council forces
essential "to prevent economic collapse."
Stoltenberg, said the Washington confer- have disrupted transportation and resulted
"Aid offered now can help prevent this," ence should
be a first step toward a compre- in shortages of food and medicine.
he wrote in Wednesday's editions of LonKamaz Elgemrid.ze, head of intelligence
hensive strategy for assistance similar to the
don's Financial Times. "It would be much
Marshall Plan, the U.S.-led program for in the office of the military commander of
more valuable than aid offered later."
Kutaisi, salt.: forces loyal to the Military
Europe's recovery after World War II.
Bush. Baker and other senior U.S. officounci
l had taken up position in Sinaki near
Rep. Les Aspin,D-Wis.,chairman of the
cials were under pressure from Germany, House
Armed Services Committee, said the town ofZugdidi,a Gamsakhurdia strongsome other European allies and critical in- while
he commended Bush's proposal,"He hold 150 miles from Tbilisi.
vestment bankers here at home to be more could
He said senior Military Council member
have had $1 billion almostthree months
generous and a lot less demanding that the ago
when a number of us first proposed it. Dzhaba loseliani had several dozen men
new nations swear allegiance to capitalism. He
failed to offer support, and the resulting with him and a couple of armored personnel
"These newly liberated peoples know legisla
carriers.
tion provided only half the funds."

SIGMA NU
SPRING RUSH SCHEDULE
THURSDAY - JANUARY 23
Lasagna dinner with sorority - 4:45

Apply Now To Compete in the
MISS MAINE USA
'
PAGEANT
Official Preliminary - Miss USA - Pageant
No talent required. Must be age 18-26 by Feb. 1,
1993. never been
married and at least 6 month Maine resident.
$200,000 to U.S. winner on TV
For free entry information, send name, address
, date of birth.
phone number, recent snapshot and brief biogra
phy to
MISS MAINE USA HEADQUARTERS
222 Newbury St., 2nd floor, Boston, MA 02116.
ATTN. Dept. IEX
Phone • (617) 266-3280

DEADLINE IS JANUARY 30,1992

SUNDAY - JANUARY 26
Breakfast at sorority house - 10:00am
Come back to Sigma Nu later - 4:00
Watch the Superbowl on 7' by 7' screen
(FOOD!)
TUESDAY - JANUARY 28
Gourmet turkey dinner with Brothers 4:45
WEDNESDAY - JANUARY 29
Broom ball at the Alfond with sorority
(Meet at Sigma Nu at 9:00, gym clothes)
FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL DAN AT 581-4167 OR 866-44
04
LOCATED BEHIND DUNN HALL

3 - 4 Bedroom
Townhouse Apartments
In Orono close to campus
DRUG FREE

Hoops

from page 1

•Recreation

•Unemployment

Public skating temporarily Low-income
stopped at Alfond Arena families don't

nificant reallocation of faculty."
According to Burns,it was during a time
of budgetcuts that"some departments would
lose faculty while others would gain them.".,
But Burns said it was because of trouble
with "off-campus relations that he was asked By Andre
w Gilmore
to resign by the Board of Regents."
Staff Writer
He said the Regents asked Hoops to resign when it was discovered that he had
The decision to terminate Public Skating
asked South Dakota Governor Bill Janklow at Alfond Arena for the spring semester
is
not to reappoint two Regent members.
only temporary,according to Associate AthBurns was not certain why Hoops want- letic Director Linwood Carville
.
ed the Regents not to be appointed, but said
Because of the construction going on at
the governor reappointed the members,any- Alfond, there is a tremendous liability to
way.
the contractor concerning the safety of the
He said that since Dr. Hoops' resigna- skaters.
tion,South Dakota,"continues to be divided
'The decision was a hard one," Carville
on their impression of Dr. Hoops."
said, "because the program was not only a
President of the Board of Regents Mich- money maker,but it was good for the people."
elle Tapken and Regent member Aelred
The two most popular programs at AlKurtenbach refused to comment_
fond are Public Skating and Skate With Us,
Despite numerous attempts, Hoops also a program designed to teach beginners to
declined to comment.
skate. Skate With Us is still offered for ages
Hoops is scheduled to visit the Orono ranging from preschoolers to adults. The
campus Tuesday, Jan.28 until Thursday, difference in volume of participants beJan. 30
tween the two explains why Skate With Us,
a program involving around 250 people,
was not terminated as well.
VOICE YOUR OPINION
"Public Skating would sometimes bring
Students,faculty and staff who wish to
in four to five hundred people," Carville
express their opinions on the University
said.
of Maine presidential candidates are enHe credited this number to parents,
couraged to write or call the Chancellor's
friends and relatives who sit in the stands to
office as soon as possible.
watch and wait for the skaters.
Carville said fire code requirements addChancellor Robert L. Woodbury
ed further complications in scheduling the
107 Maine Ave.
open skate.
Bangor, ME 04401
Orono's Code Enforcement Officer John
947-0336
A. Robichaud said the town's main concern is
Alfond's need for extra staff members during

Are you someone
who wants to build a resume,
make new friends, be a role model,
and help others?
Attend an R.A. Information Session:
Friday, January 24, 3pm
(Hart Hall basement lounge)
Tuesday, January 28, 4pm
(York Hall main lounge)
Wednesday, January 29, 4:30pm
(Penobscot main lounge)
These sessions
are for student currently enrolled at UMaine,
living on or off campus
Students must attend an information session
to obtain an application and subsequently be
considered for an interview
Students must attend entire session
(approximately one hour)

construction to ensure the skaters' safety.
Each door at Alfond would require guards
to "restrict people from entering the barricaded construction areas," Robichaud said.
The guards are needed to "protect people
from injury as well as protecting the university
and the contractor from liability," he said.
The new requirements would make Public Skating expensive,and probably not cost
effective, according to Carville.
Another concern was allowing people
safe access to the restrooms, an area that is
also currently under construction. Robichaud
expressed his concern that with a large volume of people,there is a tendency for loitering in dangerous areas.
Once the construction has ended,Carville
said Public Skating will definitely return to
Alfond. The program has been active since
the day Alfond opened, and has been very
popular with people from surrounding communities as well as the student population.
Carville said conflicts with weekend
sporting events and weekday construction
made his decision to temporarily suspend
Public Skating inevitable.
Carville said March 7 marks the last
scheduled home game for basketball, and
the ice should be kept for a month after that.
He expressed his desire to open Public Skating for that month providing there are no
conflicts.
"I'll fight
he last breath to get(Public
Skating) back Intl don't have to, nobody's
going to objet Carville said.

claim tax credit
WASHINGTON(AP)— At least 2 million low-income working families with children are failing to claim a special tax credit
worth up to $2,020 a year, the Internal
Revenue Service estimated Thursday.
"This is a law that really does do good
things for working families," IRS Conunissioner Fred T. Goldberg Jr. said in joining a
nationwide public-service campaign to publicize the earned-income credit. But the credit
can't help if it isn't claimed, he noted.
Many ofthose who miss out on the credit
earn so little that no tax is withheld from
their paychecks and they don't even file a
return, Goldberg said.
"Two Simple Steps" is the theme of this
year's campaign, reminding eligible families that they must file a return and attach a
new Schedule EIC.The IRS will even calculate the credit.
"At a time when the economy is weak
and there isn't much good news for hardpressed working families, the earned-income credit is a notable exception," said
Robert Greenstein,director of the Center on
Budget and Policy Priorities, which is coordinating the information campaign.
Many workers who lost their jobs or
worked only part time last year because of
the recession may be eligible for the credit
for the first time, Greenstein said. At least
some of the credit may be available to a
family until earnings exceed $21,250.

PRESIDENTIAL
OUTSTANDING TEACHING
AWARD
In recognition of the importance of outstanding
teaching to the University of Maine, the Presidential
Outstanding Teaching Award will again be presented
this year at the Spring Honors Convocation.
The Award is presented annually to a tenured
University of Maine faculty member who has
demonstrated outstanding commitment to and ability
in the teaching area while maintaining a commitment
to scholarship and public service. The recipient will
receive a medallion and a check for $1,500.
Nominees will be screened by a committee
consisting primarily of faculty and students. The
committee will identify the two most qualified
individuals and recommend them to the President.
The committee will report to the Office of Academic
Affairs.
The deadline for receipt of nominations is
February 28, 1992. Nomination forms can be
obtained from the Office of Academic Affairs, 209
Alumni Hall,(Ext. 1547).

%avg. ruyi1L5 Awaren
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•Business
Author James Baldwin rememb
ered LA county
during Civil Rights Awareness M
onth takes away

By Elizabeth Satterfield

coexist with white people.
essays bleed.
"There was still an underlying
question
"No one was able to eat the hear
of whether or not blacks were real
t out of
people. It what he really wan
Fifty people braved the ice and
ted to say. He always
rain last was in this milieu that
James Baldwin ex- used to tell
night to honor the memory of
me,'Listen to your own voice',"
writer James ploded," she said
. "In black communities she
Baldwin.
said
.
people were seething, there was
disarray, a
The biographical film,"The Pric
By John Antczak
In an interview early in the film Bal
e of the continued feeling ofabus
dwin
e. No one listened." was asked
Ticket," was sponsored by the Mai
Ass
ociated Press Writer
how he felt about having odds
ne Peace
It was at this time, around 194
Action Committee (MPAC) as
8,
that
against him from the very begi
part of the Baldwin's book rev
nning beiews began to appear in cause
LOS ANGELES(AP)- The county tran
Peace and Justice Film Festival
he was black, impoverished and a
sand the the New York Times
and The Nation.
port
ation commission,under pressure to kee
continuing celebration of Civi
homosexual. He replied by sayi
p
l Rights
ng he was jobs and
"To have power, one needed the
funding at home,terminated a $12
Awareness Month.
atten- "so outraged" he couldn't
2
go any further.
million rail car contract Wednesday
Dr. Esther Rauch, vice-president
with a
of the
Japanese firm.
Bangor Theological Seminary,
said James
The unanimous decision came as Sum
Baldwin (1924-1987) was the
ispokesperson
tomo Corp. of America tried to boos
for Black America on cultural,inte
t U.S.
llectual and
participation in the Metro Green Lin
political horizons through his essa
e transit
ys, poetry
project in an effort to stem growing
and plays. Baldwin's works incl
clamor
ude Go Tell It
against sending work overseas.
On The Mountain,Another Coun
try,Notes of
The request came in a motion by
a Native Son and Giovanni's Roo
Los
m.
Angeles County Transportation Com
"Jimmy made people rethink thei
mission
r conchairman, Supervisor Mike Antonovic
cepts about sex, race, educatio
h.
n and reli- tion of the white audi
ence
.
Jimmy Baldwin
gion," Rauch said.
"It is.. vital to create and maintain
The film outlined his family
jobs
had the ear of the American inte
life, his in Los
lligentsia — work with the chu
Angeles County,which will maintain
She explained that after WWII,race
rch, his career, his travel
riots if that's not an oxymor
on," Rauch said.
a healthy economy," Antonovich said.
began in New York, Chicago, Detr
and even his funeral.
oit, Los
Bal
dwi
n
bec
ame
ord
ained as a boy
Angeles and Birmingham. Blacks
Before the vote, Sumitomo revealed
"Ja
mes
Baldwin was a key. He forced us
demanded preacher in the Cent
an
ral Holiness Church of to thin
11th
to be treated as "full-fledged citi
-hour plan to make U.S. firm Genera
k
abo
ut the cost. Are we willing to pay
zens" and God in Harlem at
l
age 14 and spent three for
Electric a "substantial participant"
wanted access to jobs, housing
the price of the ticket?" Rauch aske
in its bid
and educa- years at the pulpit.
d.
tion. In 1948,the military became
for the project.
"The turnout for the program was
integrated.
"It was from this anguish, desp
very
A furor built in recent weeks ove
air, and successful. People's
"I used to hear my mother saying
r the
to people beauty I learned that
response to the film
I wanted to become a and Dr.
com
in our kitchen,'Honey, what you
mis
sion's decision Dec. 18 to award
Rauch was positive," said Eth
ought to do writer," he said of
the
an contract for
hi %1,•1igious background. Stri
isioin the Marines!' "Rauch said
41 driverless, automated rail cars
mling, a member of MPAC.
.
Baldwin had no tormal educ
to the Japanese-based company
ation beShe explained it was the only way
"I was struck with the importance
instead of
young yond high school. Rdu
ofJ arnes Mor
ch said perhaps his Baldwin'
black men from poor and segr
rison-Knudsen Corp. of Boise, Idah
s contributions to humanity, espe
egated Har- powerful writing was
o.
a result of the fact that cially
lem could afford education and
A rally was held outside the commis
his true belief in love and bondin
learn to he never had an Engl '
sio
n
g
that
i professor make his cros
meeting to urge transit officials
sed racial boundaries," Karen Dol
to withdraw
an said. the
contract.

business from
Japanese firm

Staff Writer

"James Baldwin was a key. He
forced us to
think about the cost. Are we wi
lling to pay for
the price ofthe ticket?" Dr. Es
ther Rauch

Election for Student Body
President fg Vice-President
February 11, 1992
Nomination papers are availabl
e in the Student Governme
nt
office from January 20th until
nominations close January 27
th at
3:30pm.A candidates' meeting
will be held January 27th
at 5 pm
in the Sutton Lounge,Memori
al Union.
Questions concerning the no
mination or election proc
ess
should be directed to:
Barbara Homer
Student Government office
Memorial Union,581-1775
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• 14-0 Catamounts down Black Bear women 73-55

SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker
Vermont Women 73-5',

UMaine
Mtn

Fg

Briggs

39

7-8

2-2

A

Pt,

6

0

16

Freratte
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9-11

1-4

5
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19
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0
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0-1

1-2

0

2

1

Dionne

6

0-1

2-2

1

0

2

Totals
200 21-40 11-17
29
14
SS
FG% .525, FT% .647; Three-Point goals.
24. .333 (Bradstreet 2-3, Briggs 0-1, Goodhue 0-1. Dionne,
0-1); Blocks. 3
(Frenette, Carpenter. Bradstreet); Turnovers:
23(Buetow
6, Goodhue B. Greatly 3. Carpenter 3,
Briggs 2, Frenette,
Dionne, Bradstreet) Steals: 2(Bradstreet.

Buetow)

Vermont
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3
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2

3

4
16
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0
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0-0
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0
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1-1
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1
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24-59 23-28

34

12

73

200

FG% .407, FT% .821; Three-Point goals: 2-4 500(Kehen
2-3,
Niebling 01); Blocked: 1 (Bay). Turnovers: 10(Bay 3, Marsland
2, Turnbull Z. Nitibling, Lapin*. McCarthy) Stoats: 12
(Green •
baum 3, Kitten 5 LaPin• 2. McCarthy 2, Marsland, Niebling)
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24
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Vermont

36

37

73

Vermont Mon 78-56
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0-0
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1

10

3

0

2

3
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Hodge

A

Pt;

Hillman

6

1-3

0-1

Higgins

36

4-8

0-0

Hursey

35

6-9

0-0

4

0
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1
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0-0

0

0

0
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16

1-4

2-2

Kearson

25

4-5

0-0
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0-1

2
1

Doran

1

0-0

0-0
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1

0-0

0-0

200

2640

2-4

Totals

Unbeaten Catamounts down UMaine 73-55

Sports Writer

Name

Totals

•UMaine Women's Basketball

By Stuart Davis

Games Played 1-23-92

Name

• UMaine swim team preps for home meet
• Black Bear men fall to UVM in hoops

0
0

9

0

8

0

50

0

0

5

5-6

FG% 433 FTIs 500 Three Point goals_ 2-7. 286 ll-figgins
2. Konen 1-1, Hodge 0-2. Bouchard 0-1, Marseili•
BlOcki.1 iHilinsan). urnosrers: 14(Southard 5. 11tgegell 4.
Hursey 2, Kioa,sor, 2, liodge) Steals 9 (111gstsrsi 4. Hursey 1,

A quick glance

KAN REAR the stat sheet could beat
deceiving.The University of Maine women's
basketball team ow
shot their visitors from
Basketball Vermont 52 percent to
40. A closer look though, would reveal the
guests having a 23-11 advantage from the
line in the Catamounts 73-55 win over the
Black Bears Thursday night in The Pit.
In what was to have been their Alfond
Arena debut, UMaine was forced to move
the contest into the comfy confines of The
Pit because of rain and snow which caused
leaks in the roof of the expanding arena.
The Black Bears and Catamounts traded
baskets early in the contest until UVM guard
Missy Kelsen hit a three-pointer to give the
Catamounts an 11-8 lead with 15:27 to play
in the half.
Play was dominated early by sloppy ball
control,which resulted in many turnovers(13
for UMaine,5 for UVM in the first half) on
both sides. Vermont used this to its advantage
as Jen Niebling scored to make it 18-10 and
UMaine was forced to call time out.
Tracey Frenette was the early story for
the Black Bears, scoring eight points in the
first seven minutes of play.
With 12:32 left in the first, UMaine cut
the lead to 20-15 when Julie Bradstreet
nailed a three from the top of the key. After
a Vermont offensive foul Heather Briggs hit
Guard Carrie Goodhue looksto dish off in UM's 73-55 loss Thursd
ay.(Baer photo)
for two to cut the lead to three.
The lead was cut even further when around a Sharon Bay jumper
.
and win, and we haven't won that many,so
Briggs converted two more from the line.
But a mini 6-0 run by UVM gave the it's good to get that
monkey off our back,"
Yet the Catamounts continued to hold a slim Catamounts all
the breathing room they Inglese said.
lead thanks to a Jess Carpenter block and would need the rest
of the way, as the lead
As for UMaine Coach Trish Roberts,she
foul shot, cutting the lead to two.
wasn't cut to below six again.
also said she felt the Catamout depth was a
Finally, with 5:03 left in the half, Briggs
The Black Bears fall to 10-8 overall, 3-2 key to the outcome.
brought UMaine all the way back, drilling a in the North Atlantic
Conference, while
"Right now we're getting no production
baseline jumper to tie the game at 24.
UVM continues to show why they are the off the bench.It's been
the story all year long
The Catamounts then went on a tear, class of the NAC,staying
undefeated at 14- and for us to win they definitely need to step
capped off by Kelsen's three-pointer to in- 0,4-0 in conference
action.
it up a notch," Roberts said.
crease the lead 35-27. UMaine got the last
"I think we just proved who the better
The Black Bears and their bench will get
points of the half as Cyndi Buetow hit a team is," Kelsen
said after the game.
a chance to redeem themselves when they
jumper in the paint and the Black Bears left
"We had the advantage of having a deep- travel to Boston to take
on the BU Terriers
the court down five at 36-31.
er bench and we're the better team because Saturday before returni
ng home for their
The second half started out well, as of it," Catamount Coach
Cathy Inglese said. second Alfond Arena opening next ThursFrenette hit two quick buckets sandwiched
"It's always a challenge to come up here day. Game time is 7:30
p.m.

•UMaine Hockey

Hodge, Kstarson. Bouchard)
Verrnearst
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200

30-56

7-10

34

17

78

Totals

FG% 536,FT% .700; Three-Point goats: 11-23.478(McCool
3-3, Tarrant 3-7, Falkenbush 2-4, Reed 1-1, Osktroski
Whrte 1-3, Malachuk 0-1). Blocked 8 (K Roberson 8)
Turnovers: 17(McCool 7. Tarrant 3, Ostroski 2, White 2, K
Roberson, Malachuls, Faikenbush) Steals: 10 (Tarrant 4,
McCool 3, Ostroski, Reed, Falkenbin34
UP•Taino 31

25

56

Vorritont 33

45

78

Black Bears look to roll over Huskies, Friars
By Tim Hopley

Sports Writer
the UniverFLACK BEAR sityWhen
of Maine hockey
team takes to the ice
this weekend at Northeastern and Providence,
another four key Hockey East points will be
up for grabs. But for right now the Black
Bears' focus is squarely placed on the first
two against the Huskies.
Northeastern enters the contest with the
league's worst record(1-10)and a below .500
mark overall (10-12). But don't let that fool
you. Anytime UMaine and the Huskies clash
it's always a tight-checking, bump-and-grind

7

style hockey game.
Northeastern is led by junior left winger
Sebastien I Aflame(12goals 19assists 31 points)
and classmate center Jay Schiavo(11-19-30).
Tom Cole (1-5 5.26 goals against average)and Todd Reynolds(0-5 5.43 gas.) man
the nets for first year Coach Bob Smith.
The Black Bears downed the Huskies 4-3
earlier this year. The series has been quite
competitive in recent years, though, with six
of the last 21 meetings going to overtime and
23 of the last 27 decided by two goals or less.
Surprisingly, the Huskies hold a 20-15-5
series advantage over UMaine, but the Black
Bears won three of four meeting a year ago.
(The teams tied 6-6 in the first meeting)
"Northeastern always gets up and plays
well against us,"UMaine Coach Shawn Walsh

said. "Right now we're concentrating all our
efforts toward them. Not to take anything
away from Providence, but first things firsi"
Speaking of the Friars, the Black Bears
make the trip down to Providence for a grueling 1 p.m. game Saturday,just 16 hours after
facing off against the Huskies.
A pair of seniors lead the way for the 156-1, 6-3-1 Friars. Center Mark Boback (1236-48) leads HE in scoring followed closely
by defenseman-turned-forward-turned defensernan Rob Gaudreau (18-24-42).
Sophomore Mike Heinke is the man in the
nets for Coach Mike McShane. Heinke is 4-1
with a HE second-best 3.02 gas.
UMaine has won two of the last three and
seven of the last eight versus Providence and
leads the overall series 22-18.

unguairie Intimming

•NAC Men's Basketball

UMaine swimmers still kicking Around the No
rth Atlantic Conf
Last NA
C home meet Sat. @2:00

By Chad Finn
foot-11 Baker is averaging 25.7 ppg and 8.8
A few quick facts about the University of
5. If the program is eliminated, Maine Sports Writer
rpg and is coming off of a 38-point perforMaine swim teams and the possible cuts
will be the first state not to offer swimming
mance in a loss to Central Connecticut
they are facingBefore the season began, most col- Wednesday.
and diving as a varsity sport within its public
1. The University of Maine is a "land
lege basketball experts predicted Delahigher education system.
Noted basketball loudmouth Dick Vitale
grant institution" bearing the responsibility
After reading these facts,take a look at a ware and UMaine would be the cream of said in Eastern Basketball magazine, "If
for providing opportunities to the people of
quote from new UMaine Athletic Director the crop in the North Atlantic Confer- you get to a chance to catch a Hartford game
Maine. The first level of responsibility
ence this season.
of Michael Ploszek found in all UMaine athle
this winter,do so — Baker is worth the price
tthis state-funded institution is to provi
A pre-season poll of NAC coaches se- of admission.
de ic programs—
"
educational opportunities for the students
of
"During the next decade there's going to lected the Blue Hens as the favorite to win
Vermont(9-6, 1-2), has been bolstered
Maine. Participation in athletics is part
the league, as did Sports Illustrated. Meanof be a movement to put the student back
as of late by the return of star forward Kevin
into while, Stree
the educational experience.
t and Smith's magazine and the Roberson. The 6-foot-7
the athletic program," Ploszek said.
senior tallied 35
"We
The University of Maine is the only
have to make sure the athletic program en- NCAA Basketball Review chose the Black points, 24 rebounds and 9 blocks in the
past
campus within the public University of
Bears as the probable NAC champ.
hances a student's experience. That's
week after missing three games with an
what
Maine System to offer swimming and divSo far, the "experts" look like they were ankle sprai
a university is all about. The University
n.
of only half right
ing. The elimination of this program would
. While Delaware hasjumped
Maine will be a model program."
The Dmel Dragons (4-9, 1-1) have
deny Maine students with these aspirations
This hardly seems like a quote from the out to a 2-0 mark in the early stages of NAC been keyed bY the play of silky forward
the opportunity to attend a public institution
play, the Black Bears have struggled along Mich
man who has recommended cutting the Blac
ael Thompson. The 6-foot-6 senior
k at a 1-2 clip.
of higher education in Maine.
But UMaine Coach Rudy scored 42 points in the last
Bear swimming and diving programs
week and curto Keeling
2. The cost of the Swimming and Diving
thinks his team still has a good rently ranks 5th
interim President John Hitt and the Boar
in
the
NAC
scoring race
d
of
program represents three percent of the total
chance of winning the league.
Trustees. But it is.
with a 15.3 average...Sophomore walk-on
$4.8 million Athletic Department budget,
"We have been playing well for short
Instead of the total cutting of one proJim Rullo is shooting at a .956 clip from the
yet it accounts for nearly half of all state of
stret
ches, and then we get complacent," free-throw
gram, three things should happenline (22-23).
Maine students participating in varsity ath1. Reconsideration of Ploszek's recom- Keeling said. "We need to get on a roll
Sophomore Dan Callahan was the only
letics at the university.
mendation for the cutting of the program where we win three or four games in a row, bright spot in a dismal week for Nort
heast3. Historically,the university swimming
and we have the capabilities to do so."
until further studies can be done;
ern (3-11,0-2). The powerful 6-foot-8 pivand diving programs have been comprised
2. Equal percentage cuts in all sports and
otman totaled 23 points and 31 board's in a
of over 50 percent Maine students and the
Around the NAC:
not cutting the only varsity swimming oppair of Huskie losses.
current team has 71 percent in-state particiDelaware's(1 1-3, 2-0)jump to the top
portunity in the University system;
Improved New Hampshire (4-9, 3-1)
pants.
3. More equal distribution of monies of the NAC has been keyed by the dazzling has been sparked by the emergence
of se4. The approximate savings to the Athplay of reserve guard Ricky Deadwyler. In
between men's and women's athletics.
nior center James Ben. In three games last
letic Department for eliminating swimming
(Some information for this piece was two conference games, the 6-foot junior week, the 6-foot-8 Ben tallied 53
points,
and diving would be $35,000 in the first
supplied by the UMaine Swimming and Div- filled out the stat sheet to the tune of 41 including a career-high 26 in a victo
ry
over
year. A less than one percent savings.
points and 10 assists in leading the Blue Hartf
ing Program)
ord.
Hens to wins over UMaine and New Hamp
Freshman Jose Powell has provided the
shire. He also hit 8 of 11 three point tries in
Wildcats with much-needed leadership.The
the two outings.
6-foot point guard is averaging 15.9 ppg
Did anyone see the scare that Boston
(4th in the NAC),while hitting 41 percent of
University (5-7, 1-0) gave top-ranked
his three-point tries.
Duke Tuesday? The Terriers had the Blue
For the Black Bears,(7-9, 1-2) keep an
Devil lead down to 8 with five minutes
eye on reserve forward Rossie Kearson.
left in the contest before finally bowing
The little used junior will be expected to fill
95-85.
the shoes of the injured Kevin Terrell, and
Freshman forward Barry Huckaby was
he has provided a lift in the past. Remember
named NAC Rookie-of-the-Week for the
the NAC final a year ago, when he came out
week ending January 19 after scoring 24
of nowhere to score 12 key points in
the
points and shooting 80 percent from the
near-Black Bear upset?
field in two games.
••
Take a glance at today's opinion pages
.01
Black Bear fans have a great opportuniand check out what Coach Keeling has
to
ty to see the best player in the league Sund
ay say in a letter to the editor. Hope
to see you
when Vin Baker and the Hartford Haw
ks Sunday as UMaine takes on
Hartford at 2
(3-10, 1-2) invade Alfond Arena. The
6- p.m. in a good Super Bowl warm
-up.

College Students, Faculty

Towing, only $18 within a ten mile radius of station.
To take advantage of this offer,
all repair work must be done at Avery's.
All semester, receive a 10% discount on labor.
Call 827-5852
Nights 827-3710

*All work Guaranteed*
Avery's towing+Exxon
24 hour towing anywhere
63 Main Rd. Milford, ME 04461

Interested in rushing this Spring?
Meet the Sisters of A01 I
'OPEN

House of Pizza
Old Town Plaza • Next to YMCA
827-6144
1 Large 16" Cheese Pizza
with 2 16 oz. Pepsi's from
the fountain fc )1

r

2 Large 16" Cheese Pizzas
with 2 16 oz. Soft Drinks

RUSHES.

Saturday January 25th 2:00pm
T-shirt Design
Sunday January 26th 10:00am
Breakfast with Fraternity
Tuesday January 28th 6:00pm
Chocolate Lover's Night
Thursday January 30th 7:00pm
Dessert with Fraternity
Saturday February 1st 4:00pm
Sub Party with Fraternity

for

$4.99

$8.99

Eat in or Take Out
Delivery 504 per order

Eat in or Take out
Delivery 504 per order

—IL

AOH is located across from Sigma
Phi Epsilon.
For more information call 866-71
04. Ask for Tracey.
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sport Shorts
By Dave Goldberg
AP Football Writer
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The Buffalo
Bills will win the Super Bowl because:
I. Jim Kelly is a better quarterback than
Mark Rypien.
2. Their offensive players run faster than
Washington's defensive players.
3. They won't be allowed back in Buffalo if they lose.
Let's start at the beginning, which for
these" purposes is last Jan. 27 at Tampa
Stadium, when Scott Norwood's 47-yard
field-goal attempt sailed two feet wide of the
right goal post. That gave the New York
Giants a 20-19 win over the Bills, who were
in their first Super Bowl.
That first is important.
"I think we barely knew what was going
on around us," says Kent Hull, the Bills'
designated talker.
This year they know, even coach Mary
Levy, who managed to show up for all the
press conferences this year after missing his
first last year because he was working on his
game plan.
In fact,the game plan was in last week —
the week off the Bills didn't have last year.
On the other hand, everyone knows what it
is, including the Redskins — Kelly throwing to Andre Reed,James Lofton,Don Beebe,
Keith McKeller and Thurman Thomas and
Thomas running this way and that.
The Redskins have been successful
against similar teams — the run-and-shoot
Falcons and Lions in theirtwo playoffgames.
But the Bills are something else." It's

hard to tell how fast their offense runs unless
you see it in person," acknowledges Washington coach Joe Gibbs.
The no-huddle means something else.
It means that Buffalo can dictate the
pace. Washington figures to come out in a
nickel defense, designed to stop the pass,
which means that the Bills will probably
come out running.
But the pass will still be the principal
weapon,one that Washington's not particularly well equipped to stop.
Other than Darrell Green(and sometimes
Martin Mayhew), the Redskins don't cover
particularly well man-to-man, meaning that
Kelly should be able to find one of his five
receivers. If they play zone. Kelly should be
able to pick it apart — Reed and Thomas are
particularly dangerous in the seams of a zone
and can run with the ball after they catch it.
Washington's offense will move, too,
against a defense that was next to last in the
NFL this season.
But that's deceptive — the Bills played
their best defense of the season in the playoffs, holding Kansas City to 77 rushing yards
after the Chiefs trampled them for 239 in the
regular season. The keys will be limiting
Washington's running game and getting at
least some pressure on Mark Rypien, who
still has problems when he's rushed.
They're also used to pressure — they've
played under it all year in a city where only a
Super Bowl victory will make this a successful season. A loss Sunday and the Bills may
be pelted with snowballs getting off the bus.
Yes, Norwood will miss an extra point, but
the Bills will still win. Make it 34-33.

By Barry Wilner

Don't think that all this evidence leads to
a rout. As good as Washington's defense has
been, allowing fewer points than everyone
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The Wash- except New Orleans, it will yield yards and
ington Redskins have been the NFL's best scores to Buffalo's no-huddle.
team all season. That won't change in the
Like the Bills, the Redskins do not have
Super Bowl.
a great secondary. Darrell Green is an AllJoe Gibbs will make it three Super victo- Pro, but he is one man facing the dangerous
ries in four tries with his best team. the trio of Andre Reed, James Lofton and Don
Redskins will win with a strong running Beebe. He might shut down one ofthem,but
game, a timely passing attack sparked by the other defenders could be overmatched.
Mark Rypien's skill of throwing deep to
Jim Kelly will have some success throwsuperb receivers Gary Clark, Ricky Sanders ing long and, especially, to the sidelines.
and Art Monk, and with a solid defense.
The Redskins are adept at taking away the
The Skins will win with special teams - middle routes Reed favors, which could
Chip Lohmiller's two field goals will be the make Lofton a busy man outside.
difference.
Thurman Thomas had a superb game in
And they will win because Gibbs is the last year's Super Bowl defeat. He might
best coach in the league.
need to repeat that performance to keep it
Washington scored 485 points this season, close. He probably will.
getting many of them against defenses far
The artificial turf is better suited for the
better than Buffalo's. With Earnest Byner and no-huddle than the grass of Tampa. But it
Ricky Ervins operating behind the Hogs, the doesn't hurt the Skins, who have plenty of
Skins are powerful enough to run over Buffalo speed demons, too.
and quick enough to scoot around the Bills.
Washington also figures to get more
Then there is the matter of the Posse. The pressure on Kelly than Buffalo put on RypBills secondary, particularly with Leonard ien. The Bills have a fine offensive line,
Smith fighting an infected knee, is not that perhaps No. 2 in the league. But the gap
strong. Clark, Sanders and Monk comprise between it and the Hogs is mammoth.
the best trio of receivers in the league.
Washington is healthy. Buffalo is conThe Bills' best hope of disrupting the cerned about the knees of Bruce Smith and
offense is to get pressure on Rypien. But Leonard Smith.
nobody has done that this year - the Hogs
One factor that can't be ignored and
yielded nine sacks all season.
should make things close is the Bills' deterUnder staunch pressure. Rypien has had mination. After last year's one-point loss,
problems in past years. With the leisure time they are a team on a mission.
he has enjoyed in the pocket this season,
Sorry, that's not enough.
however,Rypien has torn apart secondaries.
Washington 27, Buffalo 21.
AP Sports Writer

Winter Clearance

RUSH
the fraternity of

PHI GAMMA DELTA
rush dates for FIJI
Dinner on Tuesday & Wednesday. January 28 & 29,4:30pm
Dating Game with the Sisters of Tr-Delta on Thursday, January 30, 7pm
Hors-d'oeuvres served.

Save big at the 3rd annual

JIM NEEDS TO EAT THIS
WINTER SALE
save 10-50
Bikes
Parts
moles

e 92's are coming,
91's have to go:
Let's make a deal
• • • Sale ends Jan. 31 • • •
Rose Bike
866-3525
-Winter HoursTuesday-Friday:
12-4
Saturday:
9-4
Closed Sunday and Monday
•

elo
SWM seeking lady 20-29 who considers herself slim SM 28 who likes music mountaineering, movies,the stars
and attractive. I'm into movies, bowling, watching and the New Age is searching for an intelligent, sensitive
videos at home, visiting nice restaurants and SF w/ the same interests. 1710011
rollerskating. rr10001
SWM 23 needs a dynamic, socially adept introvert. I like
Hypnotist- Forgetastrology get a clear, solid head. the blues, screen writing, guitar and piano, am a
A strong mind is a better mind. Deep relaxation psychology major and very healthy looking for the same
techniques. Forget drugs! Student rates 1210014
qualities in a female between 19-24..010006
SWM 23, 511", 190 lbs, muscular build seeks Professional Counselor especially for students and faculty.
intelligent, enthusiastic, rock-n-roll SWN (sensitive Group-Individual, all areas'including self-actualizati
on,
warm nymph) 18-24. I'm into music, animals and interactive, humanistic, astrological. Astrogram
s also
computers. e10005
individually prepared. fr10009
D-divorced S- single

B=black VV---white E=Iemae M-rnale

1-900-988-5053

(Call costs $1.99/mmutel

Responding to a Person 2 Person ad
Just call 1-900-988-5035 from any touch-tone phone where you receive a bill and enter the 5-digit Trnumber of the ad
that interests you If your phone Is set to pulse instead of tone, you'll need to set it to tone after accessing the system.
You may then leave a response, enter another iinumber, or browse through other messages (Calls cost $1.99/min.)

Shore a lovely home in Orono, perfect for a nice student,
everything included,reasonable,several options,available
now. IT 10007
University Poetry Anthology — seeks select creative,
original poetry from students, faculty for its Spring '92
publication. Theme. Pathways to the Tree ofLife. University
Productions. rr10008
Paste-up
•
SWM who is into Star Trek,cross-country skiing & movies
is looking for SWF w/similar interests. Must be somewhat
attractive. No big egos please. rr10010
Writing, editing, typing service. Professional writer with
research, evaluation and analytical skills, making you
look good. Prompt and responsible. Also resumes
professionally written and strategically prepared with
target letters. 1210012

Placing your free Person 2 Person ad
You can place your ad by calling 581-1273 or by stopping by our offices in Lord Hall Al? Person 2 Person ads are free and
kept confidential. When you ploce your ad you'll be given a voice mailbox vnumber arid atoll free number to call to recerve
your messages. After you receive your box number you'll need to record a greeting for people leaving messages for you.

Rules & Deadlines

L

Maine Campus Person 7 Person ads are for people seeking a means of screening calls while retaining anonymity. Person 2 Person ads are ideal
for singles seeking relationships, apartment/house dwellers seeking roommates, or employers seeking
applicants for a job, among other things. No hill names, street addresses or phone numbers will be included in ads The Maine Campus will refuse
ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services. Ms containing explicit sexual or anatomical language
will not be accepted. We reserve the right to edit Of refuse any ad. All Person 2 Person ads must be placed by 5:00 pm 2 working days
peg to the date of publication and will remain in effect for 2 weeks. Ads are limited to 140 charocters.

Maine Campusclassif eds .
jobs

apartments

National Marketing Firm seeks mature student to manage promotions
for top companies right on campus.
Flexible hours with earning potential
to $2,500 per semester. Must be organized and hardworking. Call Betsy at
1-800-592-2121 ext. 14.
NEED A JOB? EARN $3 PER ENVELOPE
MAILING OUR SALES CIRCULARS
FROM HOME/DORM! Start Immediately! Send a Long S.A.S. Envlp: Dept.
C-100 P.O. Box 1068 Forked River, NJ
08731.

Country-Living Townhouse Apts
NEW 2 bdrm 11/2 bath, on site Indry.
Heat water, -ewer. 9 miles from UM
BRADLEY Sec. Dep. 1 yr Ise. $575/mo
866-7798.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT fisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience necessary. Male or Female. For employment program call 1-206-545-4155
ext. 245

volunteerjobs
The helpline needs volunteers—spring
training sessions are Jan 27-30th. If
interested call 1-4020 or come by the
counseling center.

personals
Hey Beta and Alpha Phi- wear black
and white and have fun tonight!!
Get Personal. Stop by the basement
of Lord Hall today to place your personal ad.

Room for Rent: Close to campus with
shared kitchen and bath, four quiet,
mature adults, S275/mo. plus toll calls,
Call 866-7002.
ORONO.WASHBURN PLACE. $660/
mo. Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ basement. AVAILABLE NOW. W/D Hookup. Incl. Heat, water, sewer. No Pets.
Sec. Dep. 1 yr. lease. Close to campus.
Call 945-6955 or 945-5260.
BANGOR PINEWOOD. S575/mo.
Luxury 2 BR Townhome. 11/2 baths.
Washer/dryer. Storage. Heat, water,
sewer Incl. Sec. Dep. No Pets. 1 yr.
lease. Call 945-6955 or 945-5260.
One bedroom apt avail. immediately
Furnished or unfurnished. Sublet College Park Apts close to campus $325 +
util. Call Collect(508)-256-5261

Stop by the. , salient ofLord Hall
ftwyo tr classified ad.

spring break
Heatwave Vacations Spring Break
1992 THE BEST RATES-GUARANTEED TO BEAT THE COMPETITION
BY AT LEAST $50!!! CANCUN JAMAICA BAHAMAS For more information, call 800-395-WAVE
YOUVE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO
LIVE! DO IT RIGHT!SPRING BREAK IN
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, CANCUN
FROM $369!! ORGANIZE GROUP
TRAVEL FREE! CALL 1-800-426-7710
WANTED: SUN & PARTY HUNGRY
PEOPLE!!! SPRING BREAK: Cancun,
Bahamas from $259.00 includes
roundtrip air, 7 nights hotel, parties,
free admission and more! Organize a
small group. Earn free trip.
1(800)BEACH IT.

lost
LOST:Set of keys on a wooden UMaine
key chain near Neville Monday morning. Please call x1689 if found.
LOST: Black hooded wool coat at Geddy's Thursday night great sentimental
value. Cash reward. Call 866-7153.

found
FOUND:Contact lenses in white carrying case, Bausch&Lomb, found near
Memorial Gym in the 30 minute parking. Call x1273 or stop by basement of
Lord Hall.

Lose something? Find something?
Stop by The Maine Campus for a FREE
lost or found ad.

CARIBBEAN only $189 roundtrip air
to somewhere sunny and warm! Hitch
a ride on a jet to EUROPE for 1160!
AIRHITCH 212-864-2000.

services

Space...

for sale
Pioneer 100wattreceiver with Dolby
surround&studio&stadium modes
paid $500 asking 1250 call 581-7371
DBX 250 watt subwoofer strong
enough to shake a small building paid
$300 asking $175 call 581-7371
79 Dodge Omni 96K broken exhaust
broken headlight runs great asking
$150 or best offer Call 866-5809 Gene

Gorgeous:Professional male and female exotic dancers and singing
telegrams. Call 947-4406. Discounts.
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience.
Replace zippers, hemming, etc. Will
pick up + deliver. Call Jeanne 8275115.
ANXIOUS? UNINTENDED PREGNANCY! Free pregnancy test. 866-5579.

• s Work!
Classifl•

The final
frontier
,

